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SENATE OF PAKISTAN 
SENATE DEBATES 
Friday, April, 24, 2009 

 
 The Senate of Pakistan met in the Senate Hall (Parliament House) Islamabad 
at 11.15  in the morning with Mr. Chairman (Mr. Farooq Hamid Naek) in the Chair. 

------------------- 
Recitation from the Holy Quran 

� ن ا ؤذباهللا ِ لشا َم ِ ُ رجيمَع ِّن ا ل   ٰيط
رحيم ن ٱ ر ِ◌بسم ٱهللا ٱ ِِ َِ َّ لّ محـ ِل ٰ َ ۡ ِ  

ن را" ىف ٱلد ِآل إ ي ِّك ِ َ َ ۡ ِ َ 'ِ ن ٱ رشد   قد تبني ٱ ۖ◌ّ َ ۡ ل َ ِم ُل ۡ ُ ّ َ َّ َ َّ ن  َ   ۚ◌ّ ََ ي ن بٱ5 فقد ٱستمسك َفم ؤ وت و َر بٱ َ ۡ َ ۡ ِ َ ََ ِ ّ ِ ِۢ ِم ۡكف ُ يۡ َلطـغ ِ ُ ٰ َّ ُ ۡ
   ٱنفصام  ال B و  ٱ روة َبٱ َ ِ َ ٰ َ ۡث ُ ۡ ل ِ َ ۡ ۡلُع َهلاِ ور َ  ٱ  إىل  ٱلظلمـت ن   رجهم   وا  ءا ن  ٱلذ  وىل  ٱ5  ۔  Pليم ع    وٱ5 ۗ◌ِ ُ ّ لنُ ِ َمن ۡ َِ ِْ ِٰ َ َ ٌ َُ ُ ّ َ ُ ّمَِ خي ي ُمسي ُ ُ َ َ َّ ّ ّ ِّ ُ َُ َِ َ ٌ ِ  ۖ◌

 ٱلظلمـت  إىل ور  ٱ ن   وم ر   وت  ٱ  أوليآؤهم روا   ن ِوٱلذ ِٰ َ َُ ُ ّ َ ِۡ ِْ ُ لنّ ج ِ َلطـغ ّمَِ خي كف ُي َٓ ُ ُ ُ ُ ٰ َّ ُ ُ ُ َ ِ ۡ َُ َ َ  ٱلن َّ  أصحـب  أولـbك ۗ◌َّ ُ ٰ َٰ ۡ َ َ ِٕ َٓ ْ  فيdا ِ ارُ  هم ۖ◌َ ِ ۡ ُ
َخـلدون۔ ُ َِ ٰ  

45 : 89 : ; ،= > ? @AB C @AD EFGHI J KFGL M FGN O P ، Q RST@U @A 89 V WST
X XY Z [ \ [

 ]^ _ ` a b cd e fg hFG i FG j kFG l mF ٓG o pqFG C rFG @AHIFG sSTt @AuFG v wx Fyz pFG ST{Z z X X| \ ِ) ~ (
HIFG ، Q �� � @A� t �u J p�@AFyz QFG �HI = @AFy�@Av v p�FGHI pqFG rFG ۔= �FGHI �� �FGHI �  �� rFG  @AY X X X �X�� \

 QFG  �HI � p� �Fy�  ` pFG �  @� v �� :  @AHIFG  ، =  Fyz� oX X� � Y) � � ( t �u J �HI@A ) � �Fyz\ (
 � � �� � ،� �� o �� � p�@AFyzY ۔� �@A   V kFG �HI      

   
          ¡ �FyzF ٓG �¢FG �@A;Y Z

Y Y
256Fyz Y 257 

Questions and Answers 
 Mr. Chairman:  ¥¦FG § ¦FG rFG ¨X ٰ ª�  We may now take up Questions. Dr. Khalid 
Mahmood Soomro Sahib. 
45. *Dr. Khalid Mehmood Soomro: (Notice received on 30-01-2009 at  
 13:05 p.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Social Welfare and Special Education be pleased to state: 
 (a) the function of Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal; 
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 (b) the number of organizations being run by Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal in the 
country; and  

 (c)  the expenditures incurred by the Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal during the last ten 
years with head-wise break up? 

 Ms. Samina Khalid Ghurki: (a) In order to reduce poverty and empower the 
rural and urban poor in Pakistan, the government established Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal (PBM) 
as the lead institution of the country, under the umbrella of M/o Social Welfare and 
Special Education, in 1992. Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal, being a social welfare organization has 
initiated following effective programmes to break the vicious circle of poverty: 
 
 (i)  INDIVIDUAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (IFA)  
  The poor, widow, destitute women, orphans and disabled persons are 

supported through medical treatment, education stipend, rehabilitation 
and General assistance. 

  Assistance for medical treatment is provided through government 
hospitals upto Rs.300,000/- 

  Deserving and brilliant students are paid education stipends in 
accordance with prescribed fee of government institutions maximum 
upto Rs.60,000/-. 

  Assistance maximum upto Rs.40,000/- is provided to make the poor 
persons self reliant. 

  Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal assists the poor to meet any emergent need as an 
economic shock therapy upto Rs.30,000/- 

  The poor disabled persons who need wheel chair, tricycle, movable 
beds, crutches, artificial limbs or hearing aid are provided these items as 
per the need for physical rehabilitation with maximum cost upto 
Rs.30,000/- 

 
 (ii)  NATIONAL CENTRES FOR REHABILITATION OF CHILD   
 LABOUR AND  ORPHANS (NCsRCL)  
  NCsRCL have been established countrywide where the children between 

the age of 5-14 years are weaned away from hazardous labour and 
enrolled in the centres. 
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  They are provided free education, clothing, footwear, books and 
stationery. 

  Primary level syllabus was taught in 4 years through informal education. 
Summer vocations and local holidays were not observed. Now the policy 
has been revised by introducing the normal primary education system 

  Participation of the community was ensured through a School 
Management Committee. 

  So far, 151 centres have been established all over the country. 
 
 (iii)  VOCATIONAL DASTKARI SCHOOLS (VDS)  
  The schools are providing free training to widows, orphans and poor 

girls in different skills like cutting, drafting, tailoring, hand embroidery, 
machine embroidery, hand knitting, computer, fabric painting, block 
printing, glass work and zari work etc. 

  Number of students is sixty for one session of six months duration. 
  Operation of the schools is on double shift basis. 
  Raw material is provided free of cost. 
  Involvement of local community, NGOs/CBOs, philanthropists and social 

workers is ensured. 
  So far, 141 centres have been established all over the country. 
 
 (iv)  INSTITUTIONAL REHABILITATION (NGOs).  
 NGOs engaged in welfare projects are provided financial assistance through 
Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal in following three categories:  
 I.  Institutional Support for the poor 
  Sharing of capital cost by PBM at a ratio of 50% in rural/urban areas. 
  Financing of rural based projects upto Rs.0.2 million without NGO’s 

 contribution. 
 II.  Free eye care for cataract operation 
  Technical committee assists PBM in selecting suitable NGOs. Actual 

expenses of treatment are reimbursed on quarterly/annual basis. 
 III. Innovative pilot rehabilitative project 
  PBM-NGO’s partnership for 3-5 years. 
  Sharing of capital cost by PBM and by NGO. 
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  Coverage approximately 700,000 beneficiaries in all categories. 
 
 (v)  JINNAH BURN AND RECONSTRUCTIVE  SURGERY CENTRE, LAHORE.  
 PBM has signed as tripartite Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 21-05-
2004 with Government of Punjab and Jinnah Hospital, Lahore for setting up of a state-
of-the-art, single purpose burn unit in the premises of Jinnah Hospital, Lahore. PBM will 
bear the cost upto Rs. 500 million out of which 150 million has been released. The 
required land would be provided by Government of Punjab in the premises of Jinnah 
Hospital Lahore. It will be a 60-65 bedded state-of-the-art model burn and 
reconstructive surgery center with facility of aerial evacuation. 
 
 (vi)  CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAMME (CSP)  
  Child Support Programme is an add-on programme of Food Support 

Programme. 
  The programme has been lunched in 5 districts (i.e. one district from 

each province and one from Northern Areas) from Financial Year 2006-
07. 

  Upon successful evaluation, the programme will be scaled-up country 
wide in a phased manner. 

  Households registered under Food Support Programme having children 
between 5-12 years are eligible for the programme. 

  Each beneficiary family is entitled to receive Rs.200/- per month for 
one child and Rs.350/- if they have two or more children of school 
going age and/or going to school. 

  Children have to attend at least 80% of classes. 
  A very refined Management Information System (MIS) has been 

developed for successful implementation and monitoring of the 
programme. 

 (b) Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal is not running any organization in the country. 
 (c) The expenditures incurred by the Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal during the last ten 
years is Rs. 20.084 billion. Head-wise break-up is attached at Annex-”A”. 

Mr. Chairman: Any supplementary. À Á ÂÃ ¡ �FG; Ä۔   
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  ÅFG Æ@A� ÇHIC È : V ۔=J ÉÊ J �ËFG Ì pÍFyz ÎFG@AST Ï v �FG; kFGX Ð
 pÑ V l m� ? Ò ÓHI � Ô � ÕF ٓG Ö ×FG Ø@U  ÙÚ Û HIST V kFG  l = ÜFGST  C kFG Ö ØÝÝ : jX Y Þ ß \ [ ß

 Ì à = á �Fyz â À p?Y۔  \ ãäÐ å۔۔۔۔۔ ` �ËFG 
  æç �è\ : v Ò é ÇHIC\ Þmike۔À �ê ë ST �ì �í�î Zå 
  ÅFG Æ@A� ÇHIC È: �ËFG Ì  ï  â  v �FG; kFG ۔ p? Fyzt ðñ �@AFyzHIST V۔�è áòóô

Y�X�õ Y X
\ \

ö v kFG    @AHIFG = Ú ÷FG i FG J ø �FG9@A �ËFG Ì á à = V ù ` �F ٓG à ú @AHIFG=Z z Y X
Ð STû � §  X Z �üý

Yþ��

p? �F ٓG � V s� @A ` �FG9@A : �� �HI =
X XY

  V kFG à � ST  �F ٓG �Ð2004-5V 3.5 billion kFG ۔= 
 � `3.3 � 3.0,  � 7.5 �	 v 
 �C �F ٓG @AHIFG 6.25. p�  V kFG � à = Fyz ? FG� á �FG; � Y

V M� V � � = K@A F ٓGY \ [ : V kFG �Fyz ØÝHIST ۔= � @A ? �ÓFG Y \ administrative expenses  @�  �HI � � �
 v � Û t o J HIST p� à = á �Fyz Ø� ؟= � � HI �FG  ، � �STFyz@A   �Fy�Y \ Z

X
 surplus show ?

 á V �! Ø" ۔ =� @A criminalÒ  à = Ú \ \ ÞV �  : l  ? �# á v M� Y \ [ 9 �F ٓG $Ð resource � % 
v � Û & @AFy�  @AHIFG Û ،HIST ،Â@U ST �Fy�  @�   @U FG@U  � 'ST t (� �F ٓG l �HI )  @AFG )ß ß Z[ [ [ß � � \ \ Ð Ð

X
 surplus * 9 kFG ،+ @A 

 i  p, á - ST; t .@A VYz justify۔� �FG; Û á s" ؟= Fyzt Y 
 Mr. Chairman: Mrs. Samina Khalid Ghurki Sahiba. 

  / 0123  �4 )5 6Ê  mFG@U  7@AHI 89 HI\ [ X
 :( s" á ۔Ò é æç �è áò\ Þ \ 

senior  �STFyz@A   �FG; v pFG 8 $ �۔: s" ،� $ Z
X X valid : M HI kFG � �ËFG Ì à  = J f; kFG Y < =

 

position (� > FG Ø@U  �� V pÍFyz J kFG = ß \ [ X Ð aware  Fy� FG@A? C p� V ۔� cv � � ` kFG à �ß

 9 �ËFG Ì à @ pHIA  @AHIBí
 amount á = C �Fy� @�  : � � last quarter �FG à (� a ،= C �STFyz@A V \ Z

X

� à = D 9 �F ٓG ۔= EÐ  ��FG�FG s@AF $ :   V kFG ۔=  Fyz� �@A 
  HIST   M HI _ ` jt (�Y Y Y < Ð ،�
 M HI kFG : kFyz s@AFY < Ð applications    Fyz � Z individually financial assistance � =@A sST : Medical 

and education �  STû 9 Ô à � �� G FG s@AFy�   à =  FyzA j �F ٓG H $ G HI  @AHIFG J f; ` Z Ð =

 J f; kFG۔ = Õ? �@AHIB= Y
amount = I  �STFyz@A _ kFG Z

X
 à food support programme 01  @AHIFG 

 : v Jé KPincome support programme V kFG = duplicationL  vHI@A 9 kFG_ ` M J  
 ` Ò  hFG  @AHIFG =\ N consensus s@AF : �� J pOP Ò � =۔  J \ N board `  members pFG � X

 ` pFG t Q  9X \ z consensus�   á  ` (� K i FG (� kFG R�   d Z z double programmes v j� S 
 á l d TSU XV amount á V pOP Ò  à � =@A t W9 × �FG ۔= J � HI kFG �HI = �STFyz@A M HI kFG : \ N \ Z

X Y <
 s@AFy� fiv s@AF ۔YZ V �@AP  @�   STûY � � programmes   (� a � =@A Schild labour �FGHI ۔= 

Medical : �  facility _ ` kFG l =  (Q  [ v Ô � pFyz@A\ ]FG ^ à = D 9 �F ٓG ،_ HI@A .� Û = \ ` Z Ð
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 A sST@= �۔ٰ STû ×Individually : á ۔a t cv bFG  Fyzc  Fyzd ST@�   89 à � e ST  STû × $ ß ß � assistance 
 × �HI = provide� =@A t  J Ò \۔ N mainá à = á �Fyz Y \funds lapse �Fy�  @�  á _ f FG ۔�? Q� �

� � g t �۔  t (� h × 9 pFG ۔� �F ٓG Ö 9 �F ٓG
Y �i� Ð X Ð 

  æç �è\ :۔Ò é rFG j k ۔áò\ Þ 
rFG j kÈp3 X :æç �è\ !Ò é ÇHIC $ V ۔=  FyzF Gٓ �FG: m fiv\ Þ Z \ J 

 �ËFG Ì à  � n �HI l � �F ٓG �� Ò  J o s" ،= ù v �Fyz kFG p à À pq m? �t rsFG\ \ Þ Y \
 t ،C _HI@A �@AFG Û & @AFy� u o �F ٓG J @AHIt v w 9 kFG   × à x � HI �  @AHIFG = � @A t cv yFG\

ß ß

kFG à x  @Uz  @AHIFG x { FG� á l Ø@AFX Z[ á à = �FG; FG" J pFG $ FG ۔m� Fyz� o C �@AFG �Fy� & @AFy� 9 X Z \ Y ß

 :62 �Fy� kFG ۔= L  F Gٓ $ FG | HI@A @AHIt ß
2008-9 FyzA } ،~? m? � � J �� � Ò H�  9 �F ٓG  Z Y � iV Ð

� �Y �۔ ê ST � � V û kFG 9 �F ٓG �Fy� kFG à m�
í�[ Ð 

/ 0123 �4  :FG j V kFyz s@AF : á à =  FyzA $Ð Zun-spent amount KHI á = 
 × : à = food support = E V �F ٓG $ FG := � @A K � f FG á ۔� �t � 9 p�� V �@AP � Y

 j × V a Jinnah burn centre á _ kFG $ FG 8 =۔FG� � @A ^ V  amount= K@A ÷ �STFyz@A Z
X

 kFG à 
 v (� a v pFG � s@AF PP $ � á  @AHIFG = FG? vHI@A j × 9X share pÍFyz s@A� 9 � @A kFG À mF ٓG X Ð

 V divide Ä à (� a ۔� m� V pOP s@AFy� � @A á @AHIFG � Ùt  food support programme 
f FG ،� =@A sST STû × 9 p�� ` pÍFyz s@A� JX Ð : v Jé KP 01 : (�  income support 

programme V kFG = duplication á _ kFG ۔=L  vHI@A 9 kFG _ ` M J  amount Ö �STFyz@A 9 �F ٓG Z
X

Ð
K@A F =۔  ٓG Main amount food support programme J Ò  �HI $ $ FG  @AHIFG = 8? I �  \ N collect ? 
� =۔� @A Ø@A amount G FG s@AFy�   kFyz s@AF ۔= Q ST:c kFyz s@AF M HI kFG Ð Ð Y < cases � �  F ٓG 

 á V a à distribute G FG s@AFy�   ۔� a ?  programmes � Ò  pFG ،�\ N X detail SU @� �F =۔  ٓG Z z X �
J �� �FG  @AHIFG � =@A sST  (� a × � @A : à = �� �FG; 89  V kFG A V $ l = �� j � 

 } $ FG � á ۔p? � release R� � m?  last quarter۔� �F ٓG á V  
æç �è\ :۔HI�; ST� 23 � FG STß 

HI�;  ST� 23 � FGST Èß: Thank you Mr. Chairman. � � FyzFy�   Â� pHI@A�FG M HI kFGß Ð Z�� � X Y <
� 8FyzHI Ø@A\\ � Ø� � �F ٓG ۔d L � �HI� cFG�HIC i FG J �� � � FG7@AHI Ä ۔= > t  @A� FG Ð Z z

X

 �  ً ¡ V Â� � = L � �HI� cFG�HIC i FG $ J ��Z zp¢� .� : = > ? £¤ @A � 
� ¥� ` � FyzFy�ß Ð Z�� � known patient.¦ J oFG§ ` � FyzFy�   ß Ð Z�� � (Q  Q �FyzHISTFG � ۔  F̈G V p�\ ` Y Z

 ` �¦ J �Q FG © j × ۔= [  
Xª through 89 v pFG � mFG�  �FG«v ` pFG 9 �ËFG Ì X XY
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 ð3 response : á à = á l i FG ۔� =@A � t @U @A @U @A pFyz@U FGs@A¬ ¥� s@AFy�   @AHIFG Q  Q } Z z ß ß ß  [Z Z õ
® ØSTFG F̄G STFGûFG Ü(IFA)۔� °Fy� $ @Aø _ ` (Q  ` p�� @A\ �  V kFG ± X \ ` 

¡۲  : á  � =؟ child labour ۔  @Av ³� v pFG   ´A t pHI@= �۔ á _ `  STFG@� FG µ  @AHIFG X X �
� $ Ä j × ۔Q ù 89 v  �Q  � kFG } V Â� ¶P �· Ø@A¸ ST ¹ HIHIY Z �º»

Y¼ } � d y
 �HIQ  ` kFG 8 @۔A Q ½` NGOs s@AFy�   ،¾ Fy� ` p�� � =@A t pHI´ : á ¿ @AST ` X X

  À 
NGOs oFGHI jt cv ۔�  NGOs۔� )    

æç �è\ :۔Ùt �FG; �F ٓGÐ 
HI�; ST� 23 � FGST Èß :F ٓG@Av ³� v pFG à p? Á á VX ` � FyzFy�  l i FG ۔Ùt Â HI �ß Ð Z�� � Z z Ð

 kFyz ` �F ٓG : _ ` p¢�Ð Ð cases¡ ؟� � j �F ٓG V pFG � =@A F ٓG Ð X۲ j �F ٓG i  ( F ٓG V Â� ¶P Ð Yz \

 � Ã v   Â� ¶P kFyz ` �F ٓG V pFG � Ä· Ø@A¸ ST : ` �F Gٓ ۔FyzST  FyÅ  _ ` (Q  9  STFG@� FG  @A\�Ð Ð ÐX Z Z �Ðz \ ` �
� L =۔ �  Child labourHIFG=؟   @AFG�FG Ö 9 PP s@AF J oFG§ ` STFG@� FG µ  @A

X � cases � Æ j × 
  �HIQ  ` kFG ۔� �  F ٓG ÇFGHI   cÈ  �HI  ً ¡ J ÉQ  Ê FG` ` NGOs : YË  l Ì pFGÍ �F ٓG 89 _ ` X Ð

 st �ÎY۔
æç �è\ :۔= Ï ۔= Ï 
23 � FGST  ÈßHI�;  ST�   : oFG§  kFG Jé  7@AHI 01 �FG   Ð۔ i   STFG@� FG Ñ  STFGûFG  àFyz

X Yz � Y

 J۔۔۔۔۔
æç �è\ :Jé 7@AHI 01

X
 please ۔'ST �FG: \ 

 / 0123 �4 : J Â� ¶P K Ò  @AHIFG � >� �FG; s@AFy�  j pH� FG Ò � ST\ N ÓX å
9 pFG V $ $FG ۔� ÔX � p? ÕA ½  next time Â� ¶P V ،V a ۔ÙST  @AHIB �FG; á 

� detail ۔� pHIST t ×FG@�  9 pFG� X 
æç �è\ :۔Ò é â  NFy�\ Þ

ß þ zÕ\ ± 
$ pHIST A Fy� FG@A? 9 pFG V۔: �4 0123 /  FGß X 

æç �è\ :۔ÙST A 
/ 0123 �4  :Fy�  j pH� FGÐ Z�� � ÓX å� kFyz s@AF ۔= y� J oFG§   ` � FyzÐ ß cases 

 } $ FG  � @A  cÈ  R� � �F ٓG release kFyz s@AF R� � =@A F ٓG Ö× �STFyz@A fiv Ä J kFG 8 =۔? Ð Z
X

  Fyz Ø Ù  @Aø 9 kFG = Ú @AST i FG �Z
X X

Z z funding J �� � Û@A� à : = Õ?  food support 

programme Û �� × C Ü i FG ` Ý SU �@A t ×FG@= �۔   STû �STFyz@A C pHIÚ ØÝHIST × �FG 9 a � Z z ß Z �� � Z
X

\
 V kFG ۔� e ST _HI@A .�cases v  criteria à = Fyz? Y

 patient � � ØST  STû � (� Þ  @AHIFG = (� Þ 
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 Particularly =۔ l = y�v Â� J ß j pH� FG Ó
X å : � Â� detail ۔ � pHIST sST  @AHIB V  �HI =

C á $ J STû � �ËFG Ì × � = cFG�HIC v Ò é � FG7@AHI  C � FyzFy�\ Þ X ß Ð Z�� �HI �HI�  V pOP pHI@Aà  cFG�
  @AHIFG � =@A t centre : v kFG rFGءFyÅ FG ۔= � @A � � �HI� $ V ± X¼ pilot ` 
 kFG =  first week  Fyz Z 

second week  V  start Ø@A\ á ۔� =@A t W9 � (Q  Ø@�  × J �ËFG Ì v � FyzFy� \ ÙST t �۔  ` � ß Ð Z�� �
 9 pOP s@AFy� V kFG × ۔= K@A â  J Øã   V � s@A� t = Q K V Â� �	Z�äÐ å 

involve۔� ÙST @AHIB � å sST STû æ @AHIFG � Ùt  
èæç �\ :۔Ò é â  NFy�\ Þ

ß þ zÕ\ ± 
â  ç NFy�È
ß þ zÕ\ ± :æç �è\ ! V J èl ` �F ٓGÐ honourable Minister sahiba á J 

 mFG@U� l = V é �FG: � FG ۔� �� � ê ST � _ ` êë fì J �ËFG Ì FyzF ٓG à p? íà ��\ [ [\
í � Z

 à m�  FyzA á îFyzïZ \ year 2001  ̀t o J  year 2007 â  i  
ß þ zÕ\ Yz tribes   `  account i FG V Z z

 � @A ð show؟u ñST� 9 ò @AHIFG u ñST � V û Þ á ۔= K@A � �  
�4 23 / 01: 9 cFG�HIC kFG ó ` êë fì à = ô �Fyz Ø@U  i FG j pH� FGY \

ß \ [ Z z ÓX å
õ V ۔= Fyz� � �ö FGY ۔� K J pÍFyz $ pFG÷ì    @AHIFG � îÍFyz  �� s@AFy� ` pÍFyz à p? X X XÐ Ð Ð

 øFG JFG 89 �FG  ،=  Fyz? �ö FG ø á ó ` Ò ì �	 à ù  á �  l � �t    STû � � × �FGY Y N
campaign V kFG 9 kFG �F ٓG � l ó ` �FGST øFG  Fyz st (� C Ð Y X

Z Ðinvolve s@AF : îÍFyz @�  � � � t Ð � �
Y �i�

criteria Õ� � STû J �ËFG Ì � kFG ? J PP $ � îÍFyz �HI ۔ = Õ� � STû � kFG l =  Fyz5FG  FG@A� C Ð Y

 á ó ` kFG   y� Ô ` ú ð3 i FG j pH� FG : �HIQ  ` kFG۔ =Z z ÓX å `fresh question V l ÙST sST 
@AHIB � kFG detail۔� pHIST A 

  æç �è\ :۔À st �FG; p9 J V �F ٓG à Ùt û �F ٓG Ò é NFG@A @AHIFG Ò é @A üX Ð Ð \ \Þ ÞX
 

  @Aü ÅFG kbFG È :æç �è\  ! @A?� j pH� FG H à � å A p á � Jé 7@AHI  @AýÓX å X X

 VJinnah Burn Centre K GFG � = FyzË Z  Fyz = v jË V  @AHIþ V �FG�� PP s@AF   �STFG@AFG v pFG 89Z X

 � ST@AO à = á �FG; FGÝHIST ؟ÙST A l = �FG Qß
meeting؟= Õ? � ST � V �Fy� 

  �4 23 / 01 :�è\ ! ` @A?� = �FG; � v pFGXBurn Centre 7ST   �HI ،Ô `
 � @A S J FG@U  �FG 89 V � s@AF ۔ dß \ [Burn Centre  á � �d ، = Q 65 beds 89 á۔=  v 5 

hundred million v project �STF ٓG V a d share Punjab Government  Ì pÍFyz �STF ٓG  @AHIFG =  FyzST j X Ð Z
 J V a = L  FyzST J �Ë�FGZ150 million  j × releaset  89 v pFG �FG �  � ÙST t $ 8Fyz = FyzST X \ Z

 hFGproject �STFyz@A   � kFG ،= �  F ٓG 	 ¾ Fy�9 p�� 
 ST# $ C ú � R� � �à á C p� = Z
X

 bFG l � �à STû �  � á �FG ، = �@AHIBY
projectÙt STû � pFGJ  � Ë�FG Ì ×،ÙST A X۔�  
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 Mr. Chairman: Last supplementary Professor Ibrahim Sahib. 

  p3 � FG@U FG � ÇHIC ÈX \[ : � FG � à =  FyzA á j Jé 7@AHI 01 ۔æç �è áòZ
X

\
�@A� � à =  � á  ، = L vHI@A 9 cFG�HIC �@A�  ST� J � HI � cFG�HIC  �@A�ß ß ßß ST� �	  cFG�HIC ß

 Q ~ á �  �9� = ۔  $ v kFG  @AHIFG= � kFyz ` p�� (� �HI t � @A ? Q �ö FG ó ` K �@�Ð \ ß ��Z �
 9 p�HIST =confuse � J � HI � cFG�HIC kFG 9 cFG�HIC �@A� ST� @AHIFG  m� �@A ÷FG ÷FG QFG @AHIFG m� � � ß ß

 m� vHI@A۔
  æç �è\ : s@AF  à =  á �Treasury Benches  ` members �@AFG�FG  P $ 

X

  l  ،�à  Fyzt  9 £@A� FG R�# � =@A  t ��FG;X X Y
this is the reason I am giving chance to 

everybody R�Opposition Q �Fyz  89   $ � =۔ v Y \Minister Sahiba is here.�  i FG Z z = 
“ordinarily not exceed three questions”  89 Ò  ó kFG\ \ Þimportant � l = Fyz? �FG; Y

let them 

ask the question.۔Ø �� $ �F ٓG Jé   Ò ۔Q �Fyz 89 Ð Y \ 
  !ê   "#  È :�� � J �F ٓG $ V ،b o $ j Ò é � FG@U FG ^ �FG;   FG"Ð \ Þ \ [ 

 V cFG�HIC �@A� �FG � �HI = ø : v cFG�HIC �@A�  ST� à d FyzF ٓG V pHI@A$FG Ä à x K@A �àß ß ß
Zshift t 

 pFG �FG ، � =@A ? % J cFG�HIC �@A�  ST� �� : l = Ò @AST �FG  @AHIFG= Ò @AST �Fyz áFyzF ٓG l = L  FyzSTX \ ß ß Y YN N Y \ Z Z
9 Ò  R� ؟À ? � & v\ N l forms 9 Ô ، % Q forms  �@A� �FG ^ l 9 pFG = Ï ' l u ° ß X

 ¾ Fy� ` pFG V �( s" ؟ À ) � v pFG � s* .� + ` cFG�HIC  �@A�  ST� 8 Fyz : � ،= @ °X X ß ß
\

ÕSTFyz@AZ ? @ =۔ áò ۔
X

 
  �4 23 / 01 : � Ì  Ø@AF j kFG x  8? ,  :decide s@AFy�   à d � 

programmes K i FG à � - �F ٓG à H � G FG Z z Ðdepartment ST� ۔=  Fyzt  STû � p��:  Fyz? Q ß Y Y

 FG�HIC �@A� �FG � 01: �FG ۔ � e ST 9 . i FG × _HI@A @AFG@�  Û ��Fy� V c FG�HIC �@A�ß ß\ Z z X � � á = c
twelve thousand per year Ø@AF Ò  à � pq á V ۔ = Fy�\ \ Þ Y X�\z16  Fyz Z17 J V kFG l = ØSTFyzF ٓG � @AHIt \

ß

� @A �  FyzST 9 / @AFyz ð3 � JFG à L � Q r @�  89 V kFG    @AHIFG = � @A � 9 K pì�Z Ð �  �HI ۔= forms Ò  \ N
members �HI ، � m? 0 V MPAsV   �FG ،� m? 0 $ \Senators $ 98 thousand forms 

 i FG V kFG ۔ � =@A sSTZ zcriteria 89 �FG  @AHIFG = form reject  pFG à = � HI 89 � 89 � kFG l = Fyz? X Y

 `bank accounts K G FG j p�� @AHIFG � Q forms fill `  kFG l � � ê ST t 
í �[cases reject  m? 

  �HI à = y� Ô ` f FG j Ò é � FG@U FG ÇHIC ۔ �\ Þ \[amount  V s@AFyz kFG j × ۔= Õ� 12\
Prime MinisterJ request kFyz s@AF J �3 ` pHI@AFG@�  R�  x � Ð \ X � �medical cases  @AHIFG education 

 `cases : á à = , 4 FG j × l � u  F ٓG unspent amount  �F ٓG JFG = Ðlapse } ۔ÙST j? � 
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 fiv J pÍFyz s@A� ó   ̀ STû � p�� pFGX XÐrequests   à = FyzA j 5FG@AFG  @Aý s@AF ۔� K@A ° Z
X

 J V Ô � �STFyz@A   ��FG� FG   ̀Ô � K@A â  pFyz@A\ 8FyzHI �STFyz@AZ Z Z
X XY Z�äÐ å \hepatitis  = @ ? c6 �STFyz@A   Z

X

 l J pFG j × ó ` kFGX request  : á à = � amount۔ m� ØST } �HI =  
 Mr. Chairman: Thank you. Now we come to the next question No. 46 Dr. 
Khalid Mahmood Soomro. 
46. *Dr. Khalid Mehmood Soomro: (Notice received on 30-01-2009 at  
 13:05 p.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Social Welfare and Special Education be pleased to state: 
 (a) the number of social organizations to which financial assistance is being 

provided by the Ministry indicating also the purposes for which that 
assistance is being granted; and 

 (b) the names and addresses of social organizations to which financial 
assistance was granted during the last ten years indicating also the 
details of such assistance provided in each case? 

 Ms. Samina Khalid Ghurki: (a) There are 1963 social organizations to which 
financial assistance is being provided by the Ministry and its allied organizations. Their 
details are as under:— 
 
———————————————————————————————— 
 S. No. Name of Organization Nos. 
———————————————————————————————— 
 1. Main Ministry 02 
 2. Directorate General of Special Education 45 
 3. Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 473 
 4. Trust for Voluntary Organization 1093 
 5. National Council of Social Welfare 350 
———————————————————————————————— 
                                                 Total : 1963 
———————————————————————————————— 
 
 The purposes for which financial assistance is being granted to NGOs are as 
under:— 
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 (i) To contribute to the progressive elimination of child labour in domestic 
services of the country. 

 (ii) To progressively ensure mainstreaming of the target children in the 
formal education system and alternative non-exploitative livelihoods. 

 (iii) Provision of monthly stipend to the targeted children/ families. 
 (iv) Provision of recreational facilities to the target children. 
 (v) To facilitate poor students of the Special Education Centres for 

continuation of their studies. 
 (vi) Strengthening NGOs in their rehabilitation programmes. 
 (vii) For institutional support to persons with health, special education, 

disabilities, orphans, destitute, elderly and juveniles, eye cataract 
surgeries and kidney dialysis. 

 (viii) For up-gradation in various fields such as health, education, vocational 
training, skill development, I.T., water supply and sanitation. 

 (b) The names and addresses of social organizations to which financial 
assistance was provided by the Ministry and its allied organizations during the last ten 
years are as under:— 
 1. Main Ministry                                 Annex-I. 
 2. Directorate General of Special Education.         Annex-II 
 3. Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal.                          Annex-III 
 4. National Council of Social Welfare.              Annex-IV 
 5. Trust for Voluntary Organization.                Annex-V 
 (Annexures have been placed on the Table of the Hosue as well as Library) 

Mr. Chairman: Any supplementary question? 
   È�FGST ßHI�; ST� 23 : ۔@ ØST Q } ½ � pOP pHI@Aà V �FG: ` �FG; s"\

 j × �Q  Ô ` p8ü  @AHIFG   9Ý ، �: ،Â� V kFG = K@A� � ×FG@�   STFGûFG Ü® 9 pHI@AFGSTFG ÔY Z �º»
Y
¼ X \ �

 V kFG ; <®province-wise :  @AHIFG   @ ØST Q ½  ً ¡ 9 Â� pHI@A�FG V kFG � E p �QX Y Z �º»
Y
¼

 V = kFG ^ } Jé 7@AHI �FG ۔ � �FG� i  9 fiv ��# ` Â� pHI@A�FG R�# = L �  @AFG�FG Ö
X X

\ Yz Y X

 V kFG  v pOP pHI@Aà à YAbreak upV kFG � pHI´ j pH� FG ¿ @AST ` pHI@AFGSTFG © : = � X ÓX å X
 

 v Â� pHI@A�FGXshare ؟= �@A � j pH� FG Ó
X å 

  �4 23 / 01 : �FG: v kFG = y� �FG; : j pH� FG à � pq á J > @Aý Ê FG V\ ÓX å X

 FG@Uß \ [detail j pH� FG ۔ = L FyzST VÓX å ZProvince-wise 9 pFG l � ? á �FG �#@ ۔ d Q K y� Xprovince 
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–wise detail K J �FG: kFG �FG ۔� m� ØST sST $\satisfied � l Q fresh question kFG l ÙST sST 
 \pHIST sST @AHIB V �FG: v �۔

  �STFG@AB CDFGE �FGST È
X ß : � ®@�  FG Jé 7@AHI � STH ÒI   à = �Fyz � J k� Ø@U� X Y \

± ß \ [

 7@AHI ` �b§® s@AF  @AHIFG
X Y۔ � ®@�  FG $ Ò é p� rFGK� \ Þ XHepatitis � u ? ¥� �STFyz@A L FG `Z

X

 à: = M  Fy� N K    STH ÒI à À pd� á J Jé 7@AHI   01 øFG  @AHIFG Ò é p� rFGK V l
X

\ Þ X

 � �F ٓG V kFG O `   pHI@AHIt  @AHIFG = P  CHIFG ` pHIÚ pHI@AHItß ß  l hepatitis ̀  kFG  @AHIFG (Q   v \ `
injections 7@AHI l= K@A â  Ø@A\ á J � HI � �b§®  Ò � Q �۔ STFyz@A J .� á à Ò  Q L FG  @AHIFG 

X XZ�äÐ å Y \ \\ \Þ ÞZ
  F̈G à YA  á Ò é �b§®\ Þ Y

conferences L FG  @AHIFG seminarsST@Av �@AR� L FG LFG  @AHIFG m? ß Y@A
X

  @AHIFG 
} SFyz �T STX Y۔a � vHI@A 9 ðFG�FG pFG à J a = � Ò SU  � i  �FG � (I ` U 

X X Y � XV Yz \ \ 
  �4 23 / 01 :�è\ ! s@AFy� fiv ` Û @A� V = kFGprogrammes � =@A  F ٓG 

  v aEnvironment Minister  �  �  A K 
Y �i� �� J Ô = °Fy� V ��:HI pFG $ îFyz �é v V± Y X Ð

Hepatitis JFG ،� =@A ? @AW v control =@A � X �®FGYFG G FG s@AFy�   ó ` M J kFG  @AHIFG jt Y

 V p��  @AHIFG �awareness 9 pFG �HI à = K@A�   �  FG� Xavoid 89 ]FG kFyz ` pFG �FG    @AHIFG Ùt Ð Xfacility 
A Z� s@AFy�   ۔§  t �FyzFG îFyz l = QZ �

í�Ð [ \ Ð v pFG � � =@A �  mXmain à = : �FG; Hepatitis � 
 ]FG Ø@AFy�   V kFG � = M  Fy�  Fyzd  STH ÒI à = ,j pH� FG H  Fyz = � @A ? �   ó ` cd [HI@Aß ÓX å Z

� a V kFG ۔= )  ،ÙST �l $ æ C kFG × à = � �Fyz � pFG \ FGHI ۔� ] FyzY \ \X � Ò H�  (Y � iV
responsibility (� f FG ،= private sector Ø@AF  @AHIFG community : ۔= Fyz? ^ ST _   V kFG $ v Y

 i  .� Û à = � á , j pH� FG ú ۔Ùt   ̀QFG   × à = W9 Ø@AF � =@A  F ٓG Ö× $Yz ÓX å
 G FGcasesFG@�  Q pHIa �FG  @AHIFG mF ٓG b Fy� X � � \ pHI@Acases à � =@A  F ٓG kFyz ` �ËFG Ì J pÍFyz s@A� Ð ÐX

 ó ` kFG × à = W9 Ø@AF ۔� =@A t ×FG@�   STû × 9 Ô�special programme V ،Ùt �HI� 
 ` c à p? > A $ Äfirst l Q second week ó ` � FyzFy�  V ß Ð Z�� �programme =@A t �HI� 

Fyz �Y à directly (Q  v pFG � ` kFG @AHIFG p? d ` pFG ،%  STû 9 pFG @AHIFG V �ËFG Ì pÍFyz Y F ٓG �� \ ` X X X X Ð
   i FG á R� ?Z zexpensive ۔= (Q  \ ` 

  æç �è\ :۔Øe � FG STß 
  Øe f FG � �FGST Èß :æç �è\ ! íà �� á J 01 ِ7 @AHI V

X
 pHI@AFGSTFG Ô �HI à p?

 89 kFyz ` pFG FyzF ٓG � =@A sST � 9Ð X Zcheck and balance Fyz v Zmonitoring à = @Av g� 89 v misuse 

of funds �HI ۔? � funds 9 pFG �	 � Fyz � �? (� p� HI hFyz X Z Ð \funds 89 C pFG @AHIFG � e ST Xcheck and 
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balance�ST i@U    Q =۔ 
X  V pstanding committee ` ØSTFyzF ٓG  STH  @AHIFG = 8F ٓG b Fy� $   �Fyz á V \ \ِ Y

 C kFG l ; K@A ? $ ] Fyz � pj s@U  V k\
ß \ [check and balance؟= @Av g� � v l@A  

  æç �è\ :۔Ò ۔áò 
  �4 23 / 01 : × ó ` kFGaudit،� �FGt  kFyz s@AF : ÐNGOs registered Õ? 

 � ó ` pFG �Xgovernment 8F Gٓ 1 STFG V J Ò  ،= FG?  Q  ? à � - á �FG V %m ` \ \ Þ Ð �än

 tST v a d cFG�HIC hFG i FG Ä J kFG 8۔? Q �Fyz ]FG l p?
X

Z z Y \standing committee ،� @A  Fyz? V Y’ FyzFGlX

cFG�HIC’ V a = Q cFG�HIC 89 hFG M HI kFG �FG ۔= L  FyzST [HI@A 9 a d cFG�HIC i FG J cFyz ` Y < \ Z Z z X

K@A ? 8FGHI@A@Av C pFG = ù 9 �F =۔ ٓG ،� Ä : ۔? Q  89X Ð Ð �än 
  æç �è\ :۔Ò é â HIo\ Þ Z�

XÞ 
  â HIo  p3  ¥¦FGE  ÈZ�

XÞ X :  à  =  FyzST  �FG:  j  pH� FGZ \ ÓX å1963 NGOs@AHIFG  ØÝHIST 
organizations 9 assistance 89 V p�Fy� pFG  v kFG �  ،= @ ØST Xaudit � kFG l =  FG? �FG  @AHIFG =  FG? 

 p� �@A� @AßHouse ،= FG? p� ^ : v kFG  @AHIFG =  FyzST j pH� FG   ̂: i  $ FG C  @AD qr ۔Ùt 	 V Z ÓX å Yz
 � kFGaudit report۔m� � 	  

  01�4 23 /  : : j pH� FG V kFG،� STÓX ådetail  ،= <® question 9 pFG l ÙST sST X

detail : v �F ٓG ۔� m� ° $ Ðmain  FyzF ٓG à = �FG; Zaudit s@AF $ �   ،= Fyz? �HI l = Fyz? Y Y
attached 

departments v pFG ،� Xaudit cÈ kFyz s@AF  @AHIFG = Fyz? Ð Y
reports ۔� Private sector j × s J 

funds J pFG � ñST Xreports } collect � pFG 9 �F ٓG � FG ۔� ÙÃ ît X Ðdetails Ê FG �F ٓG l § à $ Ð Z � Z��t

 9 �F ٓG $ �HI × l ÙSTA V �FG;Ðprovide۔� ÙST t  
  â HIo p3 ¥¦FGE ÈZ�

XÞ X :�è\ !۔� ? á l × Ùt 	 
  æç �è\ : ۔� ÙST t 	  ،= ÏZahid sahib is getting very impatient, last 

supplementary from Zahid sahib. 
  p3 NFG@A � ÈX X

 :�è\ ! Vhonourable minister Ô à p? íà �� á J NGOs á 9 
funds á �� =؟   @Av g� v kFG  ،� e ST cases board of directors V discuss � FG  @AHIFG � �? 

discuss á � l � �? province-wise؟= g� @AHIFG 89 Fyz = Fyz� FyzST Z ZY 
  �4 23 / 01 : � @AHIFG Ò WFG

X
registration ó ` a = Õ? criteria �Fy�  HIST à = 

 i FG v kFG  � ?۔  cv j pH� FGZ z ÓX åcriteria $ æ C kFG ،= NGOs á  ًv  @AHIFG = w cv v pFG ،� Õ5FG  FG@A� X

 9 pFG xy ` kFG l ،� Q Fyz � ÏX Zfunding C pFG $ � ̀  kFG ۔= Õ� � Xcheck۔= Fyz� �@A Y 
 Mr. Chairman: Thank you.  Next question Maulana Mohammad Saleh Shah. 
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47. *Maulana Muhammad Saleh Shah: (Notice received on 30-01-2009  
 at 13:10 p.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Environment be pleased to state: 
 (a) the details of steps taken by the government for the improvement of 

environment and tree plantation in South Waziristan; 
 (b) the details of steps taken by the government for environmental 

improvement in FATA; and 
 (c)  the details of proposed projects for environmental improvement in 

those areas? 
 Mr. Hameed Ullah Jan Afridi: (a) As reported by the Conservator of Forests 
(FATA), the tree cover is being increased in FATA by raising plantations on denuded 
waste-lands in South Waziristan Agency. So far plantations have been raised over an 
area of 30716 acres in the Agency. During the year 2008-09 additional area of 1700 
acres has been planted in the Agency. 
 (b)  Following steps have been taken for the improvement of Environment in 
FATA. 
  Strengthening of Forestry Sector at Agency and FRs level by provision 

of Divisional Forest Officer (BS-18), Sub-Divisional Forest Officer (BS-
17) and Range Forest Officer (BS-16) at Agency level for ensuring 
scientific management of forest. 

  Up-scaling the Forestry activities by raising of block plantations on 
denuded wasteland. So far 2, 77,390 acres of block plantations have 
been raised in FATA. 

  Capacity building of local tribesmen in raising forest nurseries, 
plantations, sericulture, apiculture and other Non Timber Forest Products 
(NTFP) including medicinal plants and Fisheries so as to provide 
alternate sources of livelihood to them. 

  Awareness raising in participatory natural resource management. 
  Provision of job opportunities in forest nurseries, plantations, sericulture, 

apiculture and fisheries so that their direct dependence on existing 
forests could be minimized/reduced 

 (c) Following projects have been proposed for inclusion in PSPD 2009-10 in 
addition to FATA  ADP. 
———————————————————————————————— 
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 S.No. Name of Project   Cost Period       Activities 
   (Rs. in million) 
———————————————————————————————————— 
 1. Development of  1445.875 5 years  Nursery 42 acres 
  Forestry resources for    Plantation 34600 
acres 
  Carbon Sequestration    Solar Energy 200 
Unit 
  in FATA.    Hydel Power 50 Unit 
      Wind mills 200 unit 
 
 2. Establishment of  450.000 5 years  Nursery 22 acres 
  Woodlots and fruit    Plantation 20000 
acres 
  Orchards on Terraces    Orchards 4800 acres 
  in FATA & their    Soil Conservation 
2470 
  Management.    acres 
 3. Plantation of Improved    400.00 5 years  Olive Nursery 10 
acres 
  Olive Plants,    Conversion of Wild 
Olive 
  Conversion of Wild    1.5 million Plants 
  Olive trees into Oil    Olive orchards 3200 
  Bearing Varieties and    acres 
  Post Management 
 4. Hill Land Forestry in  581.260 5 years  Nursery 27 acres 
  FATA    Plantation 25200 
acres 

———————————————————————————————— 
 Mr. Chairman: Any supplementary.  

  p3 �FG@U FG � ÇHIC ÈX \[ :æç �è\ ! à = FyzA á V �FG: j c1 7ِ@AHIZ \
X

plantations 

have been raised over an area of 30716 acres. 89 v kFG j pH� FG Ó
X åfeed back 89 ،= b $ 

check kFG à = FG? area { FG�FG fi C plantation �F ٓG  @AHIFG = 8? 1700 :  SU @�  C | FG Z z X �plantation ÜFGHI j? 
À? Q l Q؟  89 V kFG @AHIFG À? Q  á � ،=Ð � ً �än } 

  æç �è\ :۔Ò é �\ Þ 
   ØSU @� F ٓG p� rFGK �èZ z � X \)�b§® mFG@U  7@AHIY \ [ X

 :(æç �è\ !  k@AFG@U  i FG Ø"  áò۔
± X  Z z

 �F ٓG C kFG �FG ،=Ð �ruling ۔m� F ٓG Question Hour   i FG Z zimportant agenda V kFG  @AHIFG = Fyz� ~ Y
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public interest � � Õ? ÙÚ � normally : à = L � ST question put Q B#  ST� �HI =  Fyzt Y

   á  � Fyz?Yroutine V services centres �� t۔   V 
ß þZ �\zquestionsb Fy�  á  @AHIFG � e ST t sign �� ? 

�Compulsion l � Q ST:c Ò۔  é > �HI �FG �à î? \ Þon behalf � kFG ۔�à Q î? �@A�FG 9 Y X

 $ á FG� l = Fyz? �   ̀pFG @AHIFG = �  @A� � V �� l ? � �  �FG = D 9 �F ٓG à = á � HIY X Ðcompulsion 
 : à �à î?question ` pFG l = Q  ST:c J � HI � �FG  @AHIFG ?  ST:c p�  ST� �HI st Xbehalf C 

m� ØST � �@A�FGY۔  X
 

  æç �è\ :Rules allow � �t on his behalf۔'ST �FG: �F ٓG �FG ۔Ï ،9 \ \Ð 
  ST� �HI È :�è\ !íà  Fyzt Ò ÓHI i FG �	 VX Y Þ Z z ۔p? On behalf à =  Fyz? � v Y

you are acting as the attorney, so you must have the authorization of the person to act 

on his behalf. 89 �FG ۔m� ?  FG� t �FG = �� : à Q l á on his behalf l =  Fyz? Y
he must 
produce an authorization that I have been authorized by that person to speak on his 

behalf.   
  æç �è\ :Ò é ST� �HI\ Þ ! �HIstricto senso á �FG \court۔۔۔۔۔à = Q  

 Senator Wasim Sajjad: There is some weight to be given to what the 
honourable Minister said because if this rule is followed, then people will take more 
interest in the proceedings. 

  ØSU @� F ٓG p� rFGK �èZ z � X \ :�è\ ! á $ V � FG �follow ` pFG V ،�è ۔= � @A ? X \
question ` part : À pHIF ٓG C 

í
supplementary۔= � j Ò é ÇHIC \ Þ 

  æç �è\ : t ÂÃ FG@AST V
X

،pHIST� 9 �F ٓGÐ 
Rule 53 (3).-If, on a question being called, it is not put or the member in whose 
name it stands is absent, the Chairman may, at the request of any other member, 
direct that the answer to it be given. 

 = M ۔Ò = Ïrequest.۔Ò  
  K  �è\ØSU @� F ٓG  p�  rFGZ z � X :�è\ !  j  Ò é  � FG@U FG  ÇHIC  À  pHIF ٓG  ��  �  �FG:  V\ Þ \[ í

\
supplementary  á l �à á �FG l i FG ،= � �FG; Z z30,716 v break-up Þ ،V �Fy� Þ à = � � FyzST Z

particular á V ú plantation à Ú ØÝHIST 8 =۔? plantation  @AHIFG forestation á provincial � � 
 J Fyz9 (� f FG @AHIFGßrelated } : j pH� FG ۔= � @A � ST M @� � Fyz9 Ó ��X å ß Z [ Z

ß Z [ ßdetail provide ` kFG ،= 8? � 
  á  xy30,716  à  =  FyzA  j  pH� FG  SU @�   @AHIFG  = Z ÓX å Z z X �1,700 acres additional area $  á North 

Waziristan V plant۔= � ?  j pH� FG ó ` kFG ÓX ådifferent initiatives  @�  � ó � �agency  @AHIFG F.R. 

level C DFO, SDFO  @AHIFG RFO �HI àFyz = @ ØST t $ Õ� � Y
separately i  p� ۔å � ST p� HI 9 kFG Yz
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   ̀p� HI l á ،� � Q p� HI Fyz � � p� HI à = �Fyz � �STZ Y \elected members �HI à �à 9 @AÈ @AHIFG 
X

 � kFGverification � á FyzF ٓG à Y FGt � øFG J pFG t Q  9 M @� � Fyz9 ��� Fyz @AHIFG �ST 9 kFG @AHIFG Ùt Z X \ z ß Z [ Z ��
ß Z [ ß \

 �FG   Q۔ Fyz �Zfederal government 89 J assistance ¾ Fy� ×  ،�  @A� ó ` kFG $ ×  ،�à 
monitoring teams � �  U 

Y �i� 9 pFG áXlead  á à Ø t � øFG C p� HI  @AHIFG Y� o C p� HI 9 pFG Ø tX

 � � Q à۔
æç �è\ :۔Ò é îFG� Fyz�c\ Þ X 

îFG� p3 �  Fyz�c ÈX X : �  Fyzt Ò ÓHI á �HI � à = k@AFG@U  V Ò SU  � Ò é 7@AHI c1X Y YÞ � Þ
± X  XV \

X

à � Y®@۔��� u m� � @AHIFG u �v  Ò @AST  � pFG@AHIST ` �Fy� HIST Y XÞ X 
ØSU @� F ٓG p� rFG K  �èZ z � X \ : pÍFyz à = FyzA V s@AFyz ` FyzSU FG à p? íà �� á J pFG VX XÐ X \ Z

ß Xz
V s@AFyz `  �Q۔  `\ Y � \X�Þ 

)�óÓ<( 
æç �è\ :۔= FyzA v �Q  ` pÍFyzX Y � \X�Þ X Ð 

� rFG K  �è\ØSU @� F ٓG pZ z � X : pFG#FG kFG V R� ،= Fy�  �FG; � i FG á à p? � V i  p�X Y X�\z Z z zY

 : à  íà   FyzA Q �Fyz ]FG 89 J �� øFG 9X Y \authentic  � Ä �Q  s@AF à = @AHIB �FG � ? �Y � \X�Þ
 �improve á@AHIFG � m? mostly private farming J � HI � improve Ø@AvÝ s@AF  ،� m? 

 V pFG à � ? Q á × V kFG �QX Y � \X�Þimprovement � = 8F ٓG fortunately in private framing  
 ^improvement á  @AHIFG = 8F ٓG total land   ً ¡  v 5%  à : = 2015SU @�  9 kFG   j × i Zء  z X � Yz1% 

increase ،=   ST one million hectare of land additional green cover۔= î� V Over all V kFG 
increase V kFG = decrease۔= Q  

æç �è\ :۔Ò é p#F� �è ،�FG; Ø�F ٓG\ Þ \ 
p3 p#F � ÈX : $ Ò  V @AHIST x Fy� à p? íà �� J Ò é 7@AHI   Ô J Â�\ \\ Þ Þ X

 

along the National Highways afforestation  l 8? Eucalyptus  îFyz   à : � u m� Ò @AST `Ð Y XÞ
 ` kFyz kF ٓG   `Ðresources hFyz 9 \deplete  $ V & �¡ Ø Ù۔  ST v îFyz 9 kFG ،� e ST t Ð

  V �Q   j pH� FGY � \X�Þ ÓX åEucalyptus ¢ J kFG Fyz � j�Zplants and trees ؟� Y�  
ØSU @� F ٓG p� rFG K  �èZ z � X \ :æç �è\ !V �®Eucalyptus �HI @AHIFG � � ÷  V STFG£ fiv 

 C @AD ØST¤water logging areas à = K@A � � W9 @AHIFG = � @A � � ) 9 pFG  �FG FG� � �? ó ` X \
  C p� V ú ]FGalready    � îFyzÐ  C p� HI    ?Eucalyptus `  kFG rFGءFyÅ FG �FG    ± � �Y� m۔ X¼ \
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Motorways and Highways all indigenous plants@AHIFG = K@A � ØST ¥5 9 Eucalyptus 9 avoid �@A � � 
 =۔

æç �è\ :۔Jé p®Ä FG ¦ á@A� 01X X
 

p3 p®Ä FG ¦ á@A� ÈX X X
 : �� á V �	 á à p? §àSouth Waziristan and FATA 

 Ø¨   V ÉQ  s" R� � �t cv $ V �© HI   �FG@�  Q    ÉQ   @AHIFG �  Fyz � �t K ó `` ً Å `X � � ± � Z
ÜFGHI j? ª FG V « ( F ٓG Ø¨ � _HI@A �@AFG i FG  ً ¡  $ M HI kFG ۔� u ? Ü3  @A¬ ،= K@A ? Ø@A\ \ Z z Y < ß 

 =۔ 
æç �è\ :۔Ò é 7@AHI Ò\ Þ X

 
 ØSU @� F ٓG p� rFG K   �èZ z � X \)�b§® mFG@U  7@AHI 89 HIY \ [ X

:(   ،p?� @A sST �FG: v �FG; ® l V \
 $ � kFG  l ¯�  �FG; V s@AFyz `  �@AFG@�    �F ٓG  �d V s@AFyz ` p°7@AHI K y� j pH ۔ FG R\ \X � � ÓÐ X X X å

� ]� ØST t � �QY Z �º»
Y¼ V J �Fyz i FG � �F ٓG Y \ Z z Ðagree à p? Fyzt Y

Provincial Government M � � \
X [

 9 Ø¨ � p±9 JXallow   � kFG   ،= � @A� � illicit cutting Ò é @Aê  ��� Fyz ó ` kFG ۔= K@A ? \ Þ \
  jinitiative   @AHIFG  =  b Provincial Government   j  pH� FG  9 Ó

X åletter HIFG  =  ²  C Ö×  pFG@AX

presentation  × ¾Fy� K ¾ Fy� ۔= L ,  ó ` ³ STforest policy  9 revise ۔� =@A t1992-93 

 GFG ^ V  F́yz � Ðlacunas  á J � HI � a � illicit cutting kFG Ø@AF rFGءFyÅ FG  ± ? K@A =۔  X¼revised   
 J   F́yzÐillicit cutting� ? * ۔� m 

Mr. Chairman: Next Question No. 48, Mr. Talha Mehmood, on his behalf Dr. 
Safdar Ali Abbasi read Question number. 
48. *Mr. Muhammad Talha Mahmood: (Notice received on 31-01-2009  
 at 09:00 a.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Communications be pleased to state the amount paid to 

the contractors collecting toll tax at various toll plazas on motorways and 
national Highways in the countly during the last two years? 

 Dr. Arbab Alamgir Khan: An amount of Rs 3116 million was paid to toll 
operation & management, contractors during the last two years. 

Mr. Chairman: Any supplementary Question Dr. Safdar Sahib. 

fµ ¶  @A· � FGST Èß : = , j pH� FG à d � @A �à  Fyzt á ðñ VÓX å X X
the amount of Rs. 

3116 million was also paid to toll operation � à p? íà �� á V total amount collect  
 ?8۔
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  p3  ¸6  �Fyz@AFG  �FGST X \ \
ß)�Q FGc  mFG@U   7@AHI  89 HIY ª \ [ X

 :(J  Ò\ N Fy�  FG@A?  9  pFG  V  l  Ä ß X

background    V � s@AF à pHIST A NHA � jurisdiction V only 11000 kilometer roads � � 
 á 11000 kilometer � pÍFyz X Ð80% commercial traffic run on these roads. : revenue roads 

maintenance�HI � �t �ö FG ó `  99% approximately from the collection of tolls J
 R V � s@AF  ÕF =۔ ٓGtoll culture  �FG developed  9 kFG à � =@A t W9 ×  ،= Q 

modern lines s@AF : ۔Y F ٓG o C revenues 2006-07  �HI   mF ٓG V net 7.6 billion  FG@AF C kFG ۔� 
    ً ¡15%�    =۔ Fyz? pY

in 2007-08, eight billion � mF ٓG and I am really thankful to the 

Senate Standing Committee s@AF   d۔  FyzST ¹ } j pº Z84 toll plazas in the country  � 
  @AHIFG95% FWO and NLC  � » ،� kFyz ` ÐStanding Committee  à d , } j 25% toll 

plazas J pFG j × ۔Ø o J pFG �F ٓG X X Ð26 toll plazas V = kFG V ۔� ó NHA  @AFG@U  ò $ v 
X 

 pFG j × ۔p?Xtoll plazas   9   transparent   J Z�  advertise ،� pre-bid conference @AHIFG � 
 b Fy� `  FyzSUZ ß Z ��bids V   kFG ۔L  �ì 9 4 toll plazas � bids reserve price   J 20 toll ¼ ;۔

plazas  �HI à � Y� �@A pFG½ �F ٓG ،FG? �ÓFG : V îûF ٓG Ø@AF V X Ð1.5 billion ۔din 2008-09 pFG X20 

toll plazas FG@AF J revenue  t Â@U  ß \ [10 billion Ø@AF ۔= L ? motorways $ FWO  kFyz ` p�FGHI Ð
 � pFG ،�X j × $international bidding  F ٓG ��Fy� _HI@A �@AFG  HIST j�  ً ¡ } J p� ۔= ØST t \

 (� kFG ۔� ÙST sST V p¾ HIST i FG × $ �HI ٰÜ´ rFGءFyÅ FG ۔� =@AZ z ± X¼revenue double  ۔À m� ? By 

June this year contracts of NLC & FWO pFG j × ۔� =@A ? ¿ X 9already notices ñST sST 
 pFG ۔�Xtoll plazas × $ 9 open transparent auction  á  FG@AF   rFG ءFyÅ FG    @AHIFG � Ùt± X¼revenue  $ 

 R� À m� ? Fy� HISTX roads maintenance  ً ¡ ó ` 16 to 18 billion  × : « (F ٓG  @AHIFG = Fyz? �à \ Y

 �HI � =@A t �PHI �� } à = îFyzï � » $\26 toll plazas ` pFG � % Xrevenues ( F ٓG  t Q  \ õ
  ً ¡ �� ×10 billion ۔� =@A À  

æç �è\ : ۔À pHIF ٓG �� � �F ٓG � p� �� �FG; i FG J £@A� FG �FG ۔Ò é pHI@A� Èí
Ð Z z

X
\ \ Þ X 

p3 pHI@A� ÈX X :�FGHI �è\ !é 7@AHI c1 VÞ X
 kST ،� j pH� FG à p? íà Á ST  STÂ @AÃ 9 ÒÓX å \

 V p¾revenue � FyzST � @U  �FG Z ß \ [10 billion collect  = � @A ? (� v pFG �@AFG Û �FG ó ` jtÐ X \then I 

think there is something really wrong �STFyz@A C kFG @AHIFGZ
X

emphasis à Ùt contractors �@AFG kST �FG 9 \
ÄFG á $ ? V � ST � ÙÃ ³ ST �@AFG Û ó ` jt \equation  �STFyz@A J �STFyz@A v pFG ۔= Å Q Z Z

X X X

�۔à Fyz? (� @AHIt kÆX Ð ß 
There is something wrong and he should look into this and he should tell this House that 
why is the collection expense so high? 
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p3 ¸6 �Fyz@AFG �FGST X \ \
ß : á �F ٓG  �FGÐexpense calculate á l Ùt 15%  j × � �FG۔= Fy�  \ Y X�\z

26 toll plazas out source v pFG l   � ñST t Xexpense that is only 5%.  
æç �è\ :۔ÙST ³ST �FG: QFG Ä\ 

p3 ¸6 �Fyz@AFG � FGST X \ \
ß: : átoll plazas۔۔۔ �۔۔ 

p3 pHI@A� ÈX X :۔Ùt �Ç 9 kFG � Fyz = ² j �F ٓG : p? � @A t �Fyz � kFG l VZ Ð Y \ 
æç �è\ :۔Ø È 9 pFG Ä  ،ÙST jF ٓG �FG: Ò é pHI@A�X X\ \ Þ 

p3 ¸6 �Fyz@AFG � FGST X \ \
ß : pFGXtoll plazas  j × �automation $ � kFG V kFG ،= ît $ 

cost ۔= °Fy� ±FWO & NLC 9 �F ٓG j V ۔� �Q  f   } $ p�HI � $ kFyz ` p�FGHIÐ Y É±�� Ð26 

toll plazas ،Fyz A v Z26 toll plazas × �FG V 1.5 billion l � �  �@U  
Y �i [� ß \84 toll plazas ×  rFGءFyÅ FG V ± X¼10 

billion v pFG i  
 ` p: $ FG � � Y�@U  X XY ßz \[contract:c  8Fyz � ` kFG  ،=  ST\toll plazas $ 
 × R� À m� ? ) $ J & STF ٓG p� �HI ۔À ? Q �HI � =  p�  FG@AF   : C pFG  @AHIFG � Y� F ٓG kFyz s@AFX Ð

 Ê 9 pFGXsolution (� Ø@A� � =@A sST out source۔� =@A t 
  æ@�  �èZ ��

í ÐÞ Ò۔: \ é Ø@AË @AÌFGE Fyz�c\ Þ X 
  Ø@AË  @AÌFGE  Fyz�c ÈX :æ@�  �èZ ��

í ÐÞ \ ! �^ L FG V �  à =  FyzA j �Pc 7@AHIZ
X

 p?FG@� Fy� f p9 p9@AHIFG � V p8ü s@AQ  �^ � J V pFG à  À p?à �� á V � � s@AQ� � ± X X X XX XÐ Ðz z
W¢   p� HI à = @� Fy| = pÍFyz �STF ٓG  p8ü ۔� C� � = X XÐ � J p� HI ،� p? s@AQ   @AHIFG � p? ÍÎ 

X Ð z
 @AHIFG � V p8ü s@AQ  �^ � à À p?à �� J Ò é 7@AHI ® V J oFG§ kFG l= Õ? ÜPHIX X XÐ z \ Þ

�@C p?FG  �۔ Fy� f p9� � ± X 
  p3 ¸6 �Fyz@AFG � FGSTX \ \
ß  : V ،V Ï kST ،= ST:c Ò Ð kFyz s"Y N Ðcalculate  pFG `tX

 � kFyz s@AF V p8ü à À pHIST A 9Ð Xtoll plazas operational ؟�  
  æ@�  �èZ ��

í ÐÞ \  : �F ٓG ،= ÏÐcalculate۔Ò é   STFyz ۔ÙST A `t \ Þ \ 
    STFyz�   ÜHI " È\  : Q [Î ]FG 89 V p8ü V �( s" ۔æ@�  �è áòX Z ��

í ÐÞ \
89 p� = working tool plaza�FGHI �è ۔� p? �®Ñ  �STFyz@A 9 Ò é 7@AHI ۔? \ Y Z

X X
\ Þ ! �Pc 7@AHI V

X

 J �Fy� HIST à p? íà �� JNational Highway AuthorityC kFG ۔ � * cv ` action b Q p� 
�۔  @A � 

   $ � à = á �Fyz ØÝHISTY \tenders� ` @� Fyz �FG�   m? � � \ 9 p�� Òë  Fyz � u ñST 9 p�Z
m� � 8FGHI@A@Av �Q۔   `  pFG ۔� u Ó t @Ad cv `t �Ô �� � = Q ð� 89 J kFG }

XV X ß X

�  st � hFG $ 89۔ÕF ٓG àFyz m� � �®Ö C  pFGY X 
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  p3 ¸6 �Fyz@AFG �FGSTX \ \
ß :æ@�  �èZ ��

í ÐÞ \ !v V p8ü }X fiproblems ×9 Ò é È ۔� \ Þ
 �HI ۔À m� ? �HI� cv C p� HI Ø´ rFG ء  FyÅ FG V  p�ST @Aà  Û à pHIST A 9 pFG V l � =@A t �Fyz : � Ù± X¼ X Y \

Asian Development Bank v project j × 9 kFG d @AFGÚ  FyzFGC :C p� HI   ،d Xdemobilize�u `t  FyzST Z
�= contract  already � kFG � = L FyzST sST  Zapproval HIST ، i FG V kFG ó kFG x îF ٓG J Q  R Z z Z �

X�õ

 �FG ۔� u ÷ 
\approval۔À m� ? �HI� cv C kFG Û f FG Ø´ rFG ءFyÅ FG  @AHIFG = @  F ٓG ± X¼  rFG j Ü
9 Ò é È V ،V s@AFyz ` �HI@A\ Þ \ \

±
 × $ Ô ` kFG = * cv J �Fy� i FG Ý $ p� HI à pHIST A Z z

 KHI p� HI = � û jcontractor 9 a À st cv contract V kFG ۔= Q  õlegal view R� = Fyz� F ٓG Y

already9 pFG XcontractL Q  Q  Ü ۔= FyzST t (Þ j × $ v pFG ۔= FG? Q  ÐV � õZ
X�õ Z

X X = FyzF ٓG J Q  K H = Y Z �
X�õ

�À m� ? �HI� cv $ C p۔ HI Û f FG à p? Fyzt ��HI J pFG VY X 
  æ@�  �èZ ��

í ÐÞ � ßËFGE۔: \ FG STß 
  ßËFGE � FGST Èß :�FGHI �è\ ! K@A à ÍÎ   Ø@A? à d � @A ? cv K i FG l V p8üß Z z X

8F ٓG  Ò H�  �ST:c Ò Y; ۔  � ÞiV \ \ � ` p9Î p� HI l projects 9 pFG � Xstop  @AHIFG = L  FyzST t Ztechnically á 
 � = � C p� HI à = Õ� ØST áSTactually j Ò H�  à = á Y � iVfunds stop Ùt ð@�  ñST t �۔ 

X
�

à   YA � i FG 89 �F ٓG p ،FG@Al ۔@AH�  ،@AH� M ۔  5 ،M ASTFG�Z@۔ 5 z Ð Õ Õ\ \î î
X Xþ þÐ Ð[ [ Y Y\ \[ [ 89 ،= � v p®FG  HI âFG 89 p� HI X

 j �F ٓG à = á  �	 ۔= � FGÝHISTÐfunds ۔u? * cv @AHIFG � ó [HI@A  
    j �F ٓG       = Ï ۔æ@�  �èÐ Z ��

í ÐÞ \information �FG ST �FG; Q FG۔= FGÃ * cv p� HI à = ØST sST ß ã
 HI�; ST� 23۔

49. *Dr. Khalid  Mehmood Soomro: (Notice received on 31-01-2009  
 at 09..07 a.m) 
 Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state the names of organizations/ 

institutions to which funds have been provided by  
H.E. C. during the last ten years indicating also the details of amount of funds 
provided in each case? 

 Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani: An amount of Rs. 95011.211 million has been 
provided to different Universities, Degree Awarding Institutes, Study Centres and 
Centres for Excellence by Higher Education Commission (HEC) and erstwhile University 
Grants Commission (UGC) during the last 10 years as per following details: 
 
Rs. in million 
———————————————————————————————— 
  Recurring Developmeat Total  
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———————————————————————————————— 
 UGC 7851.415 1169.486 9020.901 
 (1998-2002) 
 HEC 46523.117 39467.193 85990.31 
 (2002-2008 
———————————————————————————————— 
 Total 54374.532 40636.679 95011.211 
———————————————————————————————— 

 
 Names of institutes and details of funding (year-wise) to these institutes are 
at Annex-I. 
 (Annexure has been placed on the Table of the House as well as Library) 
 Mr. Chairman:  Any supplementary? 

  HI�; ST� 23 � FGST Èß  :�FGHI �è\ ! V   à   x ä� ½   á J �Pc 7@AHI c1j
X

  J �� �  �@AFG@AHI 89 HIY X
Higher Education Commission  ،d     Fyz� � pHI´ J pHI@AFGSTFG Ô J �� � Y X

J p�Fy� Û ۔= @ ØST p ½ � kFG  � på @Aæ# æ pHI@A�FG à p? � @A t k@AFG@U   á � p� V X ± X 
 9  @A�ç è@Aæ# é FGE  �Fy� C  @AD ` �Fy�  = � @A � �  @AFG�FG Ö C  @AD Ê 9 pFG � s@AFGSTFG : ` Â�± ± � X X

 j  �F ٓGÐ1999  @AHIFG 2000 ۔= ØST  M FG� ê ëà V ß X [1459 million �	 ó ` è@Aæ# kFG J V 
ëà ۔ì �F ٓG ۔= í  @AHIFG ÕSTFyz@A á ۔u î @A ê Z

X
Engineering  universities J oFG§ ` Quaid-

e-Awam University Nawab  Shah 9 29 million � � u ñST total  424 million pHI@A�FG ۔� X

        ًï	   $ ¾ Fy� ` kFG = V �Fy� �FG� è@Aæ# K i FG á � Â�± \ Z z ۔ì �F ٓG  ÕSTFyz@AZ � @ =۔ 
X

Other 

institutions V  Z . A . Bhutto Agricultural College  Dhrki 9   131 million �Fy� �	 J V Y

 9 pFG � s@AFGSTFG $� ` Â� pHI@A�FG   ½ =۔   � �Fy� kST s@A� á (� kFG  @AHIFG � u ñST êX X

= L �  @AFG�FG Ö C @AD Ê
X

 pFG ` Â� pHI@A�FG �F ٓG à � Y®@�  �  FyzA ^ J oFG§ kFG �Pc 7@AHI ۔X X � X X

cFG�HIC  v ð 6Ê 89 ó ` pFG v Ò =؟ H�  @AHIFG = � @A � � @AFG�FGÖ p� 9 pHI@AFGSTFGX Y � iV X
 

  ñv  SU @�  cQ  �èZ z � X` \)5 mFG@U  ò7@AHI\ [ X
  :(�FGHI �è\ != �  �Fyz : j �Pc ÈY \ á �HI 

 æ  @AHIFG � @U FG@U  på @Aæ# Ò  ó ` pÍFyz Ò H�  ó � �  ô\ \[ [ i\ N �X Ð Y iV �Y �allocations � pFG �HI � Õ� ØST 9 pFG X X

requirements æ è@Aæ#   �Õ �۔ ØST xy ` demand kFG = Õt demand xy ` HEC, 

Finance Division õ h  @AHIFG = ö   õ J  � pFG : ،= ÷Xdemand Fyz�  FyzST 9 pFG xy ` kFG =    Õ? Y Z X

 89 V kFGs ۔=discrimination  @AHIFG HIST ) l = V p8ü ، HIST ) l = V Â� è@Aæ# pQ  à = Q X ø
 æ ۔HIST �STFyz@A 9 kFG l = V �:Z

X
\demand۔= C �HI 9 pFG = ÕF Gٓ J �� � pFG X X 
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  ÈHI�; ST� 23 � FGST ß  :�FGHI �è\ ! : � pFG ۔p? L   V pHI@AFGSTFG   cÈ pFG VX Xdemands � 
 ،è @Aæ# pFGï  ،è@Aæ# Â�  Ø t i۔  �Pc 7@AHI ۔� @A � � Q ×FG@�  pHI´ 9 pFG xy ` kFGX X XZ � ÐÞ

X �
 @AHIFG è@Aæ# éE �Fy� ، è@Aæ# cFGT��±

IBA ù  pFG C @AD ú � ÕF ٓG �Fy� @�  kFyz ` �F ٓG @ASU qST : � X � � Ð Ð
X ß ßXz
�۔ p? Q û J �FG: kFG V۔ @A � � Q pHI´ xy `\ X 

  îFG@Aü p3 @AFG@�  "X X � �)5 7@AHI 89HI
X

  :(�HI �è\ ! ۔À p?à Fyzt Ò ÓHI f Ø@A? V kFG VX Y Þ ß

 �  �@AFy�FG �� � cý@A Ô p� j Ò é � FGST± \ Þ ß �Fy� i FG �	 j pH� FG  ، =Z z ÓX å1999-2000 � þ ` 
 � � FG�figures quote 9 p� @Aæ# pFG �Fy�  @�  R�# � � X � �grants �FGE  �Fy� H 8 �۔F ٓG C ±

 = è@Aæ#1999-2000� ` kFG ۔= @ ØST M FG� ê ëà 9 kFG V ß X [2001 � = ê � V 
2002 V Ð[ 9 pFG �Fy�  @�  J (� kFG ۔= ê ë Fy�X � � Y X� Z�grants p� s@AF à � �� �F ٓG 8 �۔F ٓG C Ð

financial crunch : } J oFG§ ` kFG l = � @A grants kFG à =  @� Fy|  @AHIFG � C � � =percentage ` 
 � pFG J �3X \grants K H l۔ = Õ? $  V position improve?  � pFG rFG ءFyÅ FG = ÕX ± X¼total 

requirements � p�@Aæ# à = k3 FGv �Fyz kFG } ۔� Y� � Ø@A� Y \total demands ° Q 9 pFG X

 è@Aæ# � ،¾ Fy� ` PP � = Q �� 89 v �  ØST t p� j V = ۔ �  HI � kFG � �@AX

� s@AFy� á ۔¾ Fy� `\ z� s@AFGSTFG @AY â  × 9 pFG @AHIFG Ø	 
 �HI à � �à × @AHIFGXmaximum possible 

grants ۔�@A �@U  �@Aæ# Ø@AF @AHIFG  5 àFyz �@A e ST ß \ [ Y 
æç �è\ : ۔Ò é ßËFGE � FGST ۔áò\ Þ ß 

ßËFGE � FGST Èß :�è\ !æ# p8ü à = á � C p�X 9 è@Aper student Fyz � Y

 : V STFyzF ٓG cQ FG  @AHIFG ` �Fy� � � _HI@A  @AFG@�  w\ � X � �per student ratio .� i FG J @AFG@�  w .� i FG �HI =Z Zz zX � �
�è ۔= i  @AFG@�  ëà\ Yz X � � ! )  @AHIFG � V pFG� SU� på @Aæ# cÈ � p8ü M HI kFG ۔ = Q (� kFGX XZ z Y <

 )  @AFG
X

10 _HI@A @AHItß t o J50Ò é " ۔� =@A o @A�STFG J p� �HI V 
 Û HIST i  @AHIt\ Þ Yz ß ! l �F ٓGÐ
 9 kFGcheck v kFG= V p8ü : M ST� i FG à Ø tX ß X [ß Z zexpenditure V STFyzF ٓG cQ FG  @AHIFG = _HI@A @AFG@�  �\ � X � �

HI@A .� Â@U_ =۔  ST 89ß Z[ß 
Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani: Sir, the point is well taken.  

 i FG $ FG j pH� FG :  @AHIFG � Ùt �FG@AFG × $ v kFG rFG ءFyÅ FGZ z ÓX å X ± X¼comparative figure $ 9 kFG V ،= ØST 
study � p? �  FGtwe have all respect and regard for the universities in Balochistan. �HI

" J f; i FG  @AHIFG = ¶P  ��� J Ò  i FG  FG@AF= Z Zz z\ N W9 × rFG ءFyÅ FG l = J PP kFG $ Ï bFG  FG± X¼
 à � Ùtpreference� ÙST $ @Aø �STFyz@A QFG × J �3 `

X X
Z \ 

It will all depend upon the economic and the financial position of the country. 

æç �è\: ۔Ò é â HIo\ Þ Z�
XÞ 
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â HIo p3 ¥¦FGE ÈZ�
XÞ X : �ST �F Gٓ 9 p8ü۔= J � fFG $ �FG;  FG"Ð X1999-

2000 V19 �	 JFG  ،= è@Aæ#  � PP  cÈ، ê19 million development fund �   L۔ FyzSTZ
2000-2001 t? ) $ �HI V16 million development ۔u ñ ST _ `2001-2002 �è � V\

�FGHI !24 million� ê ST
í �[ è@Aæ# Ø@AF à = � á t Y� �@AFG�FG �F ٓG   u �۔ 

X
Ðfinance hFyz J � HI �\

 À p?à î� ST � á J Ò é 7@AHI V J oFG§ ` kFG � ÖFy�HI  @AHIFG ��# s@AF H ۔= > ? cvFyz\ Þ X Y X

 C  @AD 6Ê @Aø  ̀è@Aæ# kFG � PP s@AF �HI à
X

raise� Ùt cÈ �FG Ä J kFG Rdetails � ST
� L =۔ �è îFyzï۔ @AFG�FG Ö 9 kFG V p�Fy� cÈ à � á � ` kFG l Y�\ \

X
 

æç �è\ :۔Ò é � Ò ۔áò\ Þ 
îFG@Aü p3 @AFG@�  "X X � � :�è\ ! hFyz V ۔Fyz? Q FG� K �FG; l v jt @AFG�FG Ö\ Y X

agreep? FyztY 
 7@AHI ،8? $ ¾ Fy� s" ��Q  � pFG ۔� m � FG p� Ò é �à �FGHI ` è@Aæ# p8ü à

X Y õ X X\ Þ
 QFG j � FG 7@AHI 8۔? $ ¾ Fy� ` Ò é � FG

X
\ Þassurej V @AHIFG d � $ assure p8ü × à d �X

  � è@Aæ#requirements� @A  �(  C  @AD Ê  v 9 pFG  @AHIFG� Xpreference : � pFG rFG  FyÅء FG  C  ST¤  �X ± X¼
immediate demands � pFG : V = kFG @AHIFG � Ùt $ Ø@A� �HI �Ximmediate requirements �HI ;

 �HI QFG @AHIFG � $ � Ø@A� j ×funds releaseÈ s@AF H rFG ءFyÅ FG �ÕF ٓG � u � ê ST $ t± X¼ í �[ p�é @AX X

 p� jpoint rise rFG ءFyÅ FG،= �± X¼ 
we will try our level best to fulfill all the requirements of the University of Balochistan.  

Mr. Chairman: Thank you. Syed Javed Shah sahib.  
�Fy� ¶  SU HI� � È± Z z :�è ۔æç �è áò\ \ !�Fy�HI � �F ٓG VÐ Fyzt k@AFG@U  á �	 J X ± X 

 i FG � pýQ  © ،� pOP © à À p?àZ z `value Öû QFG  H�   Fyz pFyz� Ò  ` a = Õ?iV Z Z Y ý
Yå

 �Q  !FGÝ × " = �Q  i FG V s@A# j9 i FG ` �: ۔� �ST �l  @A�$ �� � pFG t .@A` ` Z Zz z \ X

= FyzF ٓG p÷ V a ،� nY X ۔è@Aæ#  Fyzt@A W2 FGHIÔ۔= è@Aæ# i FG V %@A s@A�J J& C p� HI ۔Z
X í

Z z
 _ ` kFG à À p?à �� á J �Pc 7@AHI V

X
last year �funds oFGHI jF ٓG �  @AHIFG � u  � ê ST

í �[

Q Fyz � �à Á؟ ST ^ á C p� HI V p�Fy�Z 
îFG@Aü p3 @AFG@�  "X X � � :�è\!½ : j × provide ` è@Aæ# Fyzt@A W2 FGHIÔ V kFG ۔= �Z

X í

 s@AFy�funds rFG ءFyÅ FG ۔� ST:c p� HI �Q  Ø@AFy� �HI ۔� m? î @A b Fy� ` p�é @A> ` » ± X¼ Y Z �º»
Y¼ X X

 W9 × 9 p�@Aæ# Ø@AFy� ۔= Q ³� �  � V kFG à = � ðñ Ä j V à ú
X

 �t
 � pFG à �Xrequirements Ê FG xy `budgetary position kFG m? '@A Öû 9percentage `
 QFG ¾ Fy�funds provide Ø@AF K H @AHIFG Ùtfinancial position improve Ùt W9 × rFG ءFyÅ FG �?±

X¼
 � pFG × 9 pFG à �X Xrequirements `funds $provideST t  SU @�  C p� HI  @AHIFG ÙZ z X �development _ `
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 ` pFG $ á V J oFG§ ` p÷ ۔Ùt $ �®FGY FGX X Y
knowledge è@Aæ# @AHIFG i FG C p�HI à p'  Fyz� VZ z Y

FyÅء m� ? @AHIST rFG �۔  FG $ M W á � ÉQ  kFG @AHIFG = ÜFGHI j? (� )   rFG ءFyÅ FG $± ±X X¼ ¼Y Z [ ` 
æç �è\ :� ۔Ò é pHI@A\ Þ X 

p3  pHI@A�  ÈX X :�è\ !  Ò   Ä  �Fy�  @Aà  à  =  á  �FG;  FG"\ \ ÞUniversity Grants 

Commission l don the average it is likely over two billion rupees per year. ágrants K@A °
 Ò � ` kFG ۔;\ \ ÞHigher Education Commission V �Fy� � lFyzF ٓG Z86 billion, it is an average of 

over 14 billion per year. kFG à = á �FG;  FG"86 billion� `how are these universities 
different today than they were 6 years ago. 

 Mr. Chairman: Thank you. How these universities are different today than 
yesterday after spending so much money? 

  p3 pHI@A� ÈX X :86 million  j �F ٓGÐHEC j �F ٓG Ä J kFG ۔� * (� V �Fy� �CHIFG `Ð Ð

 V  �Fy�  @AàUGC  �	  CHIFG `9 million � * (�Ðthat is an average of two million per 

year. Ò\ \ Þ2 million j �F ٓG mü �Ð14 million per year ` � � * (�Ð l _universities � V
change؟= FyzF ٓGZWhat is the net result?  

  îFG@Aü p3  @AFG@�  "X X � � :�è\! à = �  hFyz á à À p?à  Fyzt k@AFG@U  á V\ X ± X HEC + Ý 9
 fiv V p�Fy�grants pFG  �HI  @AHIFG � @ ØSTXuniversities 5 �STFyz@A V kFG �  ،� 8? + FG, 9Z

X
 :grants 8F ٓG

 : C -¦. p@A9  @AHIFG � J oFG§ ` Ò ¦.  �HI ;X Ð ± Nstudents � m? u J p�maximum 

amount ۔= � p� HIUniversities `standard p� V � � u * �®FGY FG _ ` jË ¢ $ 9Y

 ásuggest�à p�é @AÈ s@AF �FG à À pHItX X
 × l HEC ³ST / @U  Ê i FG C kFG QFG J �� �X� z»Z ¼ \ [ Z

 Ø@AFy� J a ،� @A� _ `factual position۔� m� F ٓG b Fy� ` pFGX 
  æç �è\ : 06۔ ( @�  01� 
  06 ( @�  È� : V ۔FyzST {c v 1O  @AHIFG � ST $ } j �F ٓG à = ò ۔æç �è áòZ Ð \

 ,c p M HI kFG j �F ٓG ó x K@A �à  Fyzt �FG; 89 V s@AFyz ` sHIY < Ð X \ignore j �F ٓG à áò ó ۔FyzST tÐ Z
 à = K@A ? �Fyz C p� ۔ØST �@A�FG p $ �Y Y\

X
universities 9equally treat  @AHIFG =  Fyz� �Y

funds � ê ST
í �[

@A@U  $ J Ö � Ò é � V �( s" $ FG ۔� ��
X  \ Þ @Aø 2 Fy| i FG � 3FGt 4� p�ST Ý à À? FG

X
Z z

 á � pFG J 5ñ   6 @۔ V w�  ` �c J � HI � 7 �X X � Y
demand 8   ( �۔ C p� HI à =

 � �۔  F ٓG Ø@A� (� Þ �9 Fy|  @AFG@�  i FG V : i FG à YA �F Gٓ ۔= : i FG _ ` �9 Fy|  @AFG@�  i FGY YX X� �� �Z Z Z Zz z z zÐ
C p� HI pFG;ST á à = �( FG" V p�Fy� + Ý C p� HI ۔FG? Q 
ST#  á �	 incident �@A ? á C p�HI ۔=
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  @AHIFG =death ۔� ��# s@U    á l = Õ� ØST Q  :  @AHIFG � Õ5FG V Ø) p; p� HI R� = Õ� ?Y \[ ÐV
Please ۔Ø <� v kFG �F ٓGÐThank you. 

   "îFG@Aü p3  @AFG@�X X � � : = @A=  89 v è@Aæ# l � à = @� Fy| V kFG ۔= �Fyz � > ST# i FG l á� � = Y \ Z z
 A= 89 v Ø� V kFG � @AHIFG@ =۔

  06 ( @�  È� : ۔= 
ST#  pFG;ST  Q � á ۔�? � �FyzST# á l ]? �STFyz@A 8 C p�HI �FGY ± Z
X

 
  îFG@Aü p3  @AFG@�  "X X � � : K  ST� è@Aæ#  �HI ،� è @Aæ# � 8 : à À pHIt k@AFG@U  á �	 V

± X 
  @AHIFG = ö  SU �Z zmaintenance j × ۔� �t KHI $specifically ádirectives cÈ  @AHIFG �  � ê ST $ FG

í �[
 J ?v  @AHIFG p� @Aæ#information kFyz ` pFG à m� FyzA } à = <®Ð X Zstudents `ratio oFG§ `

 V ؟= cFG�HIC � v pFG �ÕF ٓG  @AHIFG �  ST:c 8 � JXspecifically ۔ p? � @A sST   �l C kFG � p@ ×
 àFyz   � Y�@U   SU @�    9  STFG£Y ß \ [ Z z X �students  ó ` maximum possible i  p�  �@a � � ×FG۔  MA Yz � Y B

total students l = Ï v   cÈ   students buses  øFG s@AFy�   R�  �t Q Ø@AFG; V  private 

conveyance ¿ @AST   `   
X

universities and colleges  à � Ùt W9 × � � �F ٓG     excess 

number of busesá àFyz p?   Y
requirement   @AHIFG a ? Ø@A� students  ó `   maximum ? MA Y B

 a۔
  æç �è\ :۔Ò é p3 kµ\ Þ X 
  p3 kµ   ÈXØSU @� F ٓG Z z � : �� á J Ò é 7@AHI V ۔FyzST {c j �F ٓG à Ò é æç áò\ \Þ ÞX

Z Ð
 M  V Fyz9 à p? íà\ C ßuniversity  � v kFG @AHIFG � )  plan ۔= Q  à $ = ^ @AHIFG =   

  îFG@Aü p3  @AFG@�  "X X � � :FG@�  i FG á< Z z۔۔۔۔۔ : = pQ  v   è@Aæ# c@�X Ð z <Sorry, sorry. rFG ءFyÅ FG Q  ± X¼
YË pQ �۔  i FG DE $ ó ` Fyz9X Ð zz Z ß 

  æç �è\ :۔Ò é ° H�  � FG ST\ Þ ß �äF ß 
  ° H�  � FGST È

ß �äF ß : © V pOP pHI@Aà pÍFyz Ò H�  à À p?à �� á J Ò é 7@AHI VX Ð Y � ÞiV \
X

9  p� @Aæ# LFG Ò  \ \ Þfunds and grants  C  @AD ð3 V Â� ¶P à � YA á p � l = K@A sST  
 ،= è@Aæ# 3 FGt :NED University  ` G Â� pHI@A�FG V pFG ،= Hv STHIFGST ،=  X X í

admissions p� C 
ban  ۔=   

  îFG@Aü p3  @AFG@�  "X X � � : �Fyz � IJ i FG \ FGHI áY \ Z z  @AHIFG x Q  F́yz 89 ]FG V �® R�  =Ð
 V p� @Aæ# © @AHIFG è@Aæ# 3 FGt QFG � G � ` Â� pHI@A�FGXadmissions  V ۔� �t Q    õ

Fy�   ̂Ý � = � Î# Ø�ST J è@Aæ# 3FGt j V @AHIFG   p?  Fy� @A Ï J Â� pHI@A�FG  ST�ß Y äF X p�
 �Ç � @ =۔  F́yz C p� HI JÐWe will definitely look into this and I think this is a very valid 
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question. ¾Fy� ` Ò H�  Â� × 9 kFG Y � iVtake up  3FGt   R� � Y FGt � FG@AFG v kFG K  @AHIFG � Ùt   
X

 v Â�capital v p#L ̀  3FGt � h ۔=  p#L ` Â� pHI@A�FG (� f FG = C p� @Aæ# � 3 FGt X

 ó ` Ò  på@Aæ# ۔�à î? V PP $ � à � Q V ³� �  kFG @AHIFG = Fy�  � $ v\ N Y X�\z
 @AHIFG § à î? M

í � Z��teverybody should be allowed to benefit from that. 
)Ò FGûY N XV( 

  E Èâ HIo p3 ¥¦FGZ�
XÞ X :�FGHI  �è\ !۔� Ùt �Fyz × C kFGY \ 
°H�  �FGST È

ß �äF ß :�FGHI �è\ !  ،è@Aæ# 3 FGtNED University, Dow Medical College pFG X

 � �: ، O pP  STFG@AF ٓG ، p8ü Ä V kFG t = Q Ø* Fyz ó ` G ` Â� pHI@A�FG �	 V\ Ð
X X X

seats    � Fyz9  @AHIFG ; Õt FG? $ßseats  ،; Õt FG?  remote areas  �  seats   ۔; Õt FG? ÷FG 
  �FG 89 @AHIFG � u s@Al $ �HI � m? ) Q� : ó ` G V p� @Aæ# pFGß Xadmission  R  c@A9 v  

 ^ C p� HI l = Fyz�Yorganizations � ]FG    pFG t   @AS Ý J pHISU ST : X ß ß ßXzstudents  í � á  ۔� �ST T 9  
 =؟ 

â HIo p3 ¥¦FGE ÈZ�
XÞ X : �FG: $ :   Ò é 7@AHI � ` kFG ، � Ùt �Fyz Ò  × C kFG\ \ \Þ NX Y \

 ÙST۔ 
)Ò FGûY N XV( 

æç �è\ : 89 �F Gٓ C kFG à � �t hFGÐAdjournment Motion FG ۔Y F ٓG o   Z z Ï i
 Ò é â HIo  ،Ï i FG\ Þ Z�

XÞ Z zplease  �F ٓG Ò é  HI�; 23 � FGST   p? UST V V۔   Ð \ Þ ß
Please   ۔W� �    

ß þZ �\z

ÙST ³۔ ST �FG: Ä 9 Ò é 7@AHI\ \ Þ X
 

)Ò FGûY N XV( 
îFG@Aü p3 @AFG@�  "X X � � :�è V �( s"\ !۔� p? û J kFG Ò  À pHIt �Fyz : V\ N Y \ 

Mr. Chairman:  Let him answer, please let him answer. 
Ò é â HIo     :ST ³ST �FG'۔ 9 Ò é 7@AHI Ä  ،Ò é â HIo W� X Ï  i FG\ \ \Þ Þ ÞZ Z� �

X XÞ Þ\
X

Z z !Please  
Y۔ @A FG 

)Ò FGûY N XV( 
  æç �è\ : ÒSTF ٓG  @�  l (� kFG� �express  �F Gٓ  ۔Z È �FG: Ä ۔W� �  �F ٓG  ۔À st  Ð Ð\

ß þZ �\z
Z È FG@AST۔

X
 

Please sit down, this is a Question Hour, Question has come, let the Minister answer it 
and already more than one hour has passed. Doctor sahib please sit down, let the 
Minister answer the question. Minister sahib please answer the question.  
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  @Aü p3  @AFG@�   "X X � �îFG : = á k@AFG@U  Ø" ۔� Y� ? û �F ٓG l Ø È k@AFG@U  Ø" �F ٓG �FG
± ±X X Ð Ð

i FG \ FGHI á àZ z  burning issue kFG à À pHIt k@AFG@U  á J �F ٓG V ،= $ �Fyz IJ Ò Fyz @AHIFG = 
± X  Ð Y \ \± [issue 

 9 kFG : WË Ì i FG � » �F ٓG  C Z z Ðconsider  øFG @AHIFG st $  recommendations  � kFG � sST $  
 kFG  × V �HI@A issue  9  resolve ۔� Ùt   

  æç �è\ : ۔Z cv J \ ۔Fyz L F ٓG  �FG: ،�STX \ O.K. the matter is referred to 
the Standing Committee on Education. The Question Hour is over, the remaining 
questions and their printed replies placed on the table of the House shall be taken as 

read.1  
51. *Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi:  (Notice received on  
 31-01-2009 at 11:35 a.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Environment be pleased to state: 
 (a) the number of seminars/workshops/symposiums arranged by the 

Ministry on environmental pollution during the last three years; and 
 (b) the details of recommendations made therein and the implementation 

made so far? 
 Mr. Hameed Ullah Jan Afridi: (a) The following 
seminars/workshops/symposiums were organized by the Pakistan Environmental 
Protection Agency on environmental pollution during the last three years. 
 S.No.         Title 
 
 1. World Water Day. 
 2. World Forest Day. 
 3. Corporate Summit on Climate Change - LEAD. 
 4. Training Workshop on Emergency Preparedness & Response for Water and 

Sanitation. 
 5. World Wetland Fiesta - 2009. 
 6. GEF National Dialogue. 
 7. CDM Capacity Building Project Launching Ceremony. 
 8. Regional Conference on Climate Change. 
 9. Solarization of Outdoor Lighting System of ENERCON Building. 
 10. Seminar on Vehicular Emission Control and Sustainable Transport. 
 11. Seminar 25/75 Industrial Environment Improvement Plan. 
 12. Seminar on Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) Application & Implication. 

                                                 
1 [The Question Hour is over, the remaining questions and their replies placed on the 
table of the House shall be taken as read] 
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 13. Training for Heads of Institutional Biosafety Committees. 
 14. Development of National Biosafety Roadmap in Pakistan. 
 15. Seminar on “Say No to Plastic Bags”. 
 16. An Introductory Seminar on Self Monitoring and Reporting Program (SMART). 
 17. World Habitat Day. 
 18. Seminar on Pakistan Green Seal Programme.  
 19.  National Sustainable Development Strategy. 
 
 (b) The details of recommendations and implementation of above mentioned 
seminars/workshops/symposiums are at Annex-I. 
 (Annexure has been placed on the Table of the House as well as Library) 
 
52. *Mr. Muhammad Talha Mahmood: (Notice received on 02-02-2009  
 at 08:45 a.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Overseas Pakistanis be pleased to state: 
 (a)  the details of agreements signed by the Government of Pakistan for 

export of manpower during the last two years indicating also the names 
of countries with which those agreements have been signed; and 

 (b)  the number of persons sent / to be sent for employment abroad under 
the said agreements? 

 Syed Khursheed Ahmed Shah: (a) No agreement was signed with any country 
during the last two years for export of manpower from Pakistan. However, in 
continuation of existing agreement, an Additional Protocol has been signed with the 
Government of Qatar on 4-5-2008 and the MOU with Government of South Korea was 
extended for further two years on 26-6-2008. 
 (b) These MOUs are signed as agreement only for export of manpower 
from Pakistan and no specific number of persons are mentioned in the 
Agreements/MOUs. 
 However, under the umbrella of these agreements, as per figures provided by 
Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Employment, 16029 number of Pakistani workers 
proceeded abroad during 2007-2008 as follows:— 
 Manpower proceeded to Qatar   = 15177 
 Manpower proceeded to Korea   =     852  
     Total   = 16029 
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53. *Mr. Wasim Sajjad: (Notice received on 02-02-2009 at 15:55 p.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Law and Justice be pleased to state: 
 (a) the names of the Chief Justice and Judges of the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan and all the High Courts including Islamabad High Court indicating 
also the dates of their retirement; and 

 (b) whether there is any proposal under consideration of the Government 
to raise the age of retirement of the Honourable judges of the superior 
courts? 

 Minister for Law and Justice: (a) The names of the Chief Justice and Judges 
of the Supreme Court of Pakistan and all the High Courts indicating their date of 
retirement is Annexed. 
 
 (b) Presently, no proposal to raise the age of retirement of the hon’ble 
Judges of the Superior Courts is under consideration by the Government. 
 
54. *Hafiz Rasheed Ahmad: (Notice received on 03-02-2009 at 11:25 a.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Social Welfare and Special Education be pleased to refer 

to the question No.108 replied on 30-01-2009 and state the details of the 
proposed project to be started for disabled children in Mohmand Agency? 

 Ms. Samina Khalid Ghurki:  A National Programme on Special Education is under 
consideration at Directorate General of Special Education to establish more Special 
Education Centres including Mohmand Agency subject to the approval by appropriate 
forum and budget allocation for implementation. The proposal has been forwarded to 
the Planning Commission. 
55. *Mr. Muhammad Talha Mahmood: (Notice received on 04-02-2009  
 at 08:45a.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Communications be pleased to state the amount allocated 

for construction / repair of motorways and national highways in the country in 
the budget 2007-08; indicating also the names and locations of the said 
motorways and national highways? 

 Dr. Arbab Alamgir Khan: An amount of Rs.41,493.54 Million was allocated 
during the Financial Year 2007-08 for construction and repair of Motorways and National 
Highways under the control of Ministry of Communications/NHA. The break-up is given 
as under:— 
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 Activity Rs in Million  
 Construction 33,080.00 
 Maintenance 8,413.54  
              Total:-  41,493.54  

 
 The nams/locations of these Motorways & Highways are attached as annex-A 
& B respectively. 
 
56. *Hafiz Rasheed Ahmad: (Notice received on 04-02-2009 at 13:40 p.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state whether there is any 

proposal under consideration of the Government to upgrade F.G. Girls Model 
School No.4, G-7/2, Islamabad to Higher Secondaiy level, if so, when? 

 Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani: There is no proposal under consideration of the 
Government to up-grade F.G Girls Model School No.4 G-7/2, Islamabad to Higher 
Secondary level. 
 
57. *Hafiz Rasheed Ahmad: (Notice received on 04-02-2009 at 13:40 p.m.) 
 Will the Minister for Social Welfare and Special Education be pleased to state: 
 (a) the number of ex-cadre posts in the Ministry and its attached 

departments; 
 (b) the names, designation, BPS, length of service in the present scales and 

place of domicile of the persons working against the said posts; 
 (c) whether it is fact that there is no promotion channel for the incumbents 

of the said posts; and 
 (d) whether there is any proposal under consideration of the Government 

to evolve a promotion channel for the said persons, if so, its details? 
 Ms. Samina Khalid Ghurki: (a) There are 1278 ex-cadre posts in Ministry of 
Social Welfare and Special Education and its attached department as per detailed 
below:— 
 
———————————————————————————————— 
S.No. Name of Department           Sanctioned Posts      In Position 
———————————————————————————————— 
 1. Main Ministry 134 120 
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 2. Directorate General of 1,134 691 
  Special Education 
———————————————————————————————— 
                Total: 1,268 811 
———————————————————————————————— 

 
 (b) The names, designation, BPS, length of service in the present scales and 
place of domicile of the persons working against the said posts are annexed as under:— 
 
 1. Main Ministry   Annex-A 
 2. Directorate General of Special Annex-B 
  Education. 
 
 (c)  There is no promotion channel of the incumbents of BS-1-15. Whereas 
for posts of BPS-16 and above promotion channel available is as per Recruitment Rules. 
 
 (d) Promotion channel of the incumbents in BS-16 and above is available as 
per Recruitment Rules. 
 
(Annexures have been placed on the Table of the House as well as Library) 
 
58. *Prof. Khurshid Ahmed: (Notice received on 07-02-2009 at 11:30 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Law and Justice be pleased to state whether there is any 

proposal under consideration of the Government to make Justice (Retd,) 
Samadani’s Report on May 31, 1974 incident public? 

 
 Minister for Law and Justice: “The question relates to an incident took place 
on 29th May, 1974 , when Ahmedis attacked upon a group of 60 students from Multan 
at Rabwah Station and injured more than 30 of them. The Punjab Government 
appointed Mr. Justice K.M.A. Samadani, a Judge of the Lahore High Court, to investigate 
the incident and submit his findings. Under the Rules of Business 1973, this Division 
deliver legal opinion and provide interpretation on legal questions referred to. The 
subject matter does not fall within the domain of this Division. The relevant 
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stakeholders like Home Department, Government of Punjab, or Ministry of Interior may 
be consulted in this regard”. 
 
60. *Prof. Khurshid Ahmed: (Notice received on 09-02-2009 at 11:00 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state the time by which Elections 

will be held after restoration of students unions in the educational institutions? 
 
 Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani: No time frame for holding of elections after 
“Restoration of Students Unions” can be given because all institutions of higher education 
and universities will have to be consulted. Besides. consultation with all the 4 provinces 
has to be made and which is currently being done. Since a Cabinet Committee for this 
propose was formed which already had two meetings and will also meet again to sort 
out the modalities of the Bill which has been drafted for enactment by the Law Division. 
There is lot of work still to be done to restore the students Unions. Therefore no time 
frame can be given. 
 
61. *Dr. Muhammad Ismail Buledi: (Notice received on 19-02-2009  
 at 09:00 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Law and Justice be pleased to state: 
 
 (a) the number of cases of murder, decoities and kidnapping disposed of by 

the four High Courts of the country during the last five years indicating 
also the number of cases in which the culprits were convicted; and 

 
 (b) the number of such cases pending in those courts? 
 
 Minister for Law and Justice: According to the information received from 
Peshawar High Court the required data of cases is as under:— 
———————————————————————————————— 
 Category of Cases Pending Institution Disposed of Balance 
———————————————————————————————— 
 Death Appeals  41 213  193 61 
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 Life Imprisonment 335 965 840 460 
 
 Criminal Appeal Short Sentence  14 739 714  39 
 
 Criminal Appeal (ATC) 0 136 86 50 
———————————————————————————————— 
 
 Information from Lahore High Court, High Court of Sindh and High Court of 
Balochistan is awaited. 
 
62. *Dr. Muhammad Ismail Buledi: (Notice received on 20-02-2009  
 at 09:10 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Ports and Shipping be pleased to state the time by which 

shipping will be started at Gawadar port? 
 
 Mr. Babar Khan Ghouri: Regular shipping at Gwadar Port has already 
commenced w.e.f. 22nd December, 2008. 
 
63. *Dr. Muhammad Ismail Buledi: (Notice received on 20-02-2009  
 at 09:10 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Communications be pleased to state: 
 
 (a) the number of Motorway Police personnel working in Balochistan; and 
 
 (b) the names and place of domicile of the said personnel working at 

Gwadar? 
 
 Dr. Arbab Alamgir Khan: (a) 183 uni-formed and 74 non-uniformed 
employees are working in National Highways & Motorway Police (NH&MP) Balochistan 
[Annex-I & II]. 
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 (b) 118 uni-formed and 19 non-uniformed personnels are working at 
Gwadar and their places of posting are Annexed-III & IV. 
 
64. *Dr. Safdar Ali Abbasi: (Notice received on 31-03-2009 at 310309) 
 
 Will the Minister for Law and Justice be pleased to state the names of judges 

in the Supreme Court of Pakistan and all the High Courts in the country in 
order of their seniority indicating also the dates of their appointment to the 
respective court and dates of retirement according to the following break-
up:— 

 
 (i) the restored judges as on 16th March, 2009; 
 
 (ii) the Judges who were reinstated and took oath; 
 
 (iii) the Judges who took oath under the PCO of 3rd November, 2007; and  

  
 
 (iv)  the Judges who took oath after the restoration of the Constitution on 

15th December, 2007? 
 
 Minister for Law and Justice: (i) The following deposed Judges of the Superior 
Courts have restored on 16th March. 2009 :— 
 
 
65. *Mr. Sardar Ali Khan: (Notice received on 10-04-2009 at 11:55 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Communications be pleased to state the present status of 

the dual carriage way from Hassanabdal to Mansehra? 
 
 Dr. Arbab Alamgir Khan:  National Highway Authority (NHA) has planned 
construction of Hassanabdal - Mansehra 4-lane Expressway (E-35) on a new alignment 
through Asian Development Bank’s financial assistance (loan). Alignment of Expressway 
(E-35) has been finalized and PC-1 of the project is being prepared. 
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10. Mr. Muhammad Talha Mahmood: (Notice received on 11-02-2009 at 09:10 
a.m.) 

 
 Will the Minister for Communications be pleased to state: 
 
 (a) the names and location of national highways and motorways 

constructed or repaired during the last ten years indicating also the 
amount spent and name of contractor in each case; and 

 
 (b) whether it is a fact that cost of some of the said projects was revised 

and increased, if so, the amount increased in each case? 
 
 Reply not received. 
 
11. Prof. Khurshid Ahmed: (Notice received on 10-04-2009 at 10:50 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Labour and Manpower be pleased to state: 
 
 (a) the names of projects and schemes launched for welfare of Workers 

from  Workers Welfare Fund during the last ten years; 
 
 (b) the number of beneficiaries of each of those projects/schemes; and 
   
 (c) the steps proposed to be taken for effective use of WWF? 
 
 Syed Khursheed Ahmed Shah: (a)  and (b) The names of projects and 
schemes launched  for welfare of workers from Workers Welfare Fund and number of 
beneficiaries of those projects/ schemes during the last ten years is Annexed at ‘A’. 
 
 (c) The Governing Body of WWF has proposed following steps for 
effective use of WWF :  
 
  – Construction of Integrated Housing Schemes within 10 KM radius of 

Industrial establishments with following facilities:— 
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  * Housing units 
  * Hospitals 
  * Intermediate colleges 
 
 – Construction of Burn & Trauma Centres & Paramedic & Nursing Schools. 
 
 – Up-gradation of 35 Secondary Schools to Intermediate level. 
 
 – Increase in rate of Marriage Grant from Rs.50,000 to Rs.70,000. 
 
12. Prof. Khurshid Ahmed: (Notice received on 10-04-2009 at 10:50 a.m.) 
 
 Will the Minister for Labour and Manpower be pleased to state: 
 
 (a) the details of contribution to workers welfare board during the last 10 

years with year-wise break-up; 
 
 (b) the details of amount transferred to that board during that period with 

year-wise break-up; and 
 
 (c) the details of amount spent by that board during the said period with 

year-wise break up? 
 
 Syed Khursheed Ahmed Shah: (a, b and c) The details of contribution made, 
amount transferred to and amount spent by the Workers Welfare Fund during the last 
10 years with year-wise break-up are enclosed at Annex-A. 

Leave of Absence 
æç �è\ : �FG\ leave applications a �c �è ۔� g o  \à  � �bHIc ÕFGST  #SUY X ß Xz

 d @Ac  C Ë22  J pFG#FG ó ` e @AFyz kFG j pH� FG ó kFG � at Q M� V kQ FG   9 �CFG X Y ÓX å Y C \V
Af g@ =؟ @A �Ò � =۔  FG�@AST � g @AY N 

)@ � @Af g @A( 
  �è\æç  :۔۔۔۔۔۔  � � FG�  01 
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)Ò FGûY N XV( 
  æç �è\ :FG@AST

X
Please order in the House. please  ��  �p۔é  � �FG@A@AHI Wء  X X ß þZ �\z

   p�é  ءFG@A@AHI  ۔ Wh 9 p�é ء  FG@A@AHI cÈ �F ٓG pFG#FGX X XX X
Ðplease ۔V    Ò é �Fy� Æ@A� \ Þ ± !please $   �F ٓG Ð

� �W ۔ 
ß þZ �\zI request everyone to be seated. Thank you.  

   d @Ac C Ë � �bHIc ÕFGST  � � FG� 01Y X
17  kFG ; � t Q M� V kQ FG 9 �CFG  Y C \V

Af g@ =؟ @A �Ò � =۔  FG�@AST � g @A J pFG#FG ó ` e @AFyz kFG j pH� FG óY N X Y ÓX å 
)@ � @Af g@A( 

  æç �è\ :�è\ d@Ac C Ë � �bHIc ÕFGST j p3 rFG Ni Y X X23   @AHIFG   24  ó ` �CFG 
Af g@ =؟ @A �Ò � =۔  FG�@AST � g @A J pFG#FGY N X 

)@ � @Af g @A( 
  æç �è\ : d @Ac C Ë � �bHIc ÕFGST    @A&    @� � �     �èY X

Z �j
Xz \20  M� V kQ FG 9 �CFG Y C \V

a t Q @Af g @A �Ò � =۔  FG�@AST � g @A J pFG#FG ó ` e @AFyz kFG j pH� FG ó kFG � Y N X Y ÓX å
 =؟

)@ � @Af g@A( 
  æç �è\ :  �bHIc  �� k J Ä V 3 FGt à = ØST �Q FG j Ø@Al p3  @U Fyz �èY | X \ [ \ \

 d@Ac  ( F ٓG �HI Ò Fyz `\ ± [ \24 å t Q M� V kQ FG  9 �CFG  Y C \V m  Ò é NFG@A  ۔Ò é pFG# FG �� Ò  ۔� \ \Þ ÞX X

V ó ` Ï i۔ FG �F ٓG ۔� Ø o ï v �F ٓG � ` kFG W� �Z z Ð Ð
ß þZ �\z 

Motion for Suspension of Rule 120 
 Senator Syed Nayyer Hussain Bokhari (Leader of the House): Thank you Mr. 
Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I intend to move a resolution regarding the constitution of the 
Standing Committee. My request is that the provision of Rule 120 may kindly be 
suspended and I may be allowed to move the resolution. 
 Mr. Chairman:  O.K. I put the motion to the House. 

(The motion was carried) 
Motion for Nomination of Senators in Standing Committees 

 Senator Syed Nayyer Hussain Bokhari: This House authorizes the Chairman 
Senate to fill casual vacancies in all the committees including the functional, standing and 
finance committees of the Senate and make such changes therein as may be required 
and further authorizes him to arrange fresh elections to the chairmanship of the above 
committees as soon as possible. The Chairman, in filling up the vacancies, making 
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changes therein shall act in consultation with the Leader of the House, Leader of the 
Opposition, Parliamentary Leaders of the other political parties/groups or independent 
members, keeping in view the choices of the new elected Senators. 
 Mr. Chairman:  This is an agreed resolution. I formally put it before the 
House. 

(The motion was carried) 
 Mr. Chairman:  The Resolution is adopted. Yes, Zahid Khan sahib. 

  p3 NFG@A ÈX X
 :PIA  v    crisis  a ،x � �Fyz@�  : j pnFyz ،= �@A S $ FG Y ß � � Ð � J �F ٓG tST   vÐ

X

 l i  $ FG � ÙST �FG: v kFG  @AHIFG Y F ٓG V  kHI�   �HI à ?   9 �9 ST 7@AHI à d , J pFG#FG ��j �F ٓG ۔dYz \
í X X Ð

 9 � kFG p�  @AHIFG i  �FG � mF ٓG Q p� �HI à � �  A �HI �mF �۔  ٓG Q V pFG#FG   �9 ST 7@AHIYz \
Y �i� X X

delay  
� =۔ @A � �  
  æç �è\ :۔Ò é Ø@Ao ۔= Ï\ Þ 

 Senator Syed Nayyer Hussain Bokhari: Sir, the issue has been resolved.  
� $ K@A S =۔  FG � $ FG @AHIFG 

 æç �è\ :۔= K@A S $ � FG � $ FG yFG 
 Syed Nayyer Hussain Bokhari: The pilots issue has been resolved sir.  

 C kFGstrike «call off  @AHIFG = @ ?the Minister was out of the country. 
  æç �è\ :   = �FG; v Ò é NFG@A ،Q\ Þ X

Point of order tF ٓG �HI à  Cbrief �HI ۔�A ،�t
 Þ à pST �FG: �F ٓG v kFG ۔= á v pFG �FG; ۔� mF ٓG Q p�\ Ð Xterm�FG ` �FG ،@Astrike call off ? $

 = @What are the terms on the basis of which the strike has been called off?  �à �
 �F ٓG 9 pFG = �( FG" ؟�F ٓG �Ð ÐXMonday۔Ò é pq Ò ۔ØQ  9\ Þ \ z 

  îFyz@A  Ó@A  pq È\ :Monday  9Minister of Defence  l ` �F ٓG  Ø"  Y � ۔ F ٓGÐ è
JLeader of the House �HI àFyz  YA $ á 9 pFG �HI à = k@AFG@U  i FG  JY X ± X  Z zMonday 9prepare  F ٓG   t ?

 à åPIA `pilots¶   K Ä �� � æ@AQ  Ê FG     sÝHIST  
X õ � pFG @AHIFG ; �6FG� Ø@AFy�   @AHIFG   �FGr     X Y

 v  �FGrpackaged � @A t �Fyz ¾Fy� ` pIF ٓGY \ X =  FyzF ٓG V �FG@A$FG ^ à ú �ÓFG V �FGr � pFG �FG �FG ۔Z Y X \
 á lÀ? à =  FG?k     s �discrepancyp� HI  C  Q  =۔     � æ@AQ    �d t ST ً � õ± � X

Cabin crew ،=
  p� HI t ST  :  �HIQ   `  kFG`trafficl    x @  �    �Fyz  Ò  ó  `  p?FGr  �  pFG  �  ��  `Y \ \ \ Þ X PIA �

management V p?FGr � pFG j pH� FG  � �FG ۔�  V s@Au × ،= Q õ kFyz s@AF à  d , jX ÓX å \ Ð
 � l = b t �v �ÓFGPIA �management corresponding increase V p?FGr �  æ@AQ  �d t ST

X õ
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 �HI �  Fyz = K@A t @Al ó `  jt $Z $ æ@AQ  
X õstrike � @AHIFG Y� CPIA management p?FGH�  � pFG ý

XþY[ X

 st �ÓFG V �۔
  æç �è\ : Ø@U  á     = �(  FG"ß \ [legitimate and valid request and demand   l =

Ò\ \ ÞDefence Minister   l Y F ٓG Ò é \ Þfully prepare ` pFG � ��FG; $ � àFyz Y F ٓG t ?X Y Y  V s@AFyz \
honourable member should be satisfied.   ،Ò= ÏThank you. îFG� Ä    Ò é @A· � FGST   Ò\ Þ ß

v  �F ٓG � Ø t p�  Ò éÐ X \ Þpoint  ۔� Ø o  
  îFG� p3 � Fyz� c ÈX X :  ��� �l � �F ٓG V ،  Ò é æç �èÐ \ Þ \216   ��� w Fyz `Y229  

ST �
X

 Fyz? x     v   ��FG;: V kFG  @AHIFG � �� î @A �FG«v : p� à  À pHIFGHIt �HIy M � � Û z {Y Y Y í
\
X [

 V p�HIST  HIST@AFG  @AHIFG Ø@UÍFG à = á Ø@AHIB � = Fyz? V Ø@UÍFG l = Fyz? �FG  Fyz= Q K Fyz? l  Fyz �HI =
X XZ Z[ [Y Y YZ Z

à  = FyzST t |  ST� j × ۔�à  Fyz?Z X C p� à Á �ST     �F ٓG  Y� ñST V HIST@AFG �FG«v Ø@AvÝ cÈ } Ð۔  Y

 ó `  f} FG ` 8FGHI@A@Av kFG  ۔� Q K ST:c V kFG J sÝ hFyz  Fyz � V Ø@UÍFG l  Fyz �HI � �  :\ Z Z
X Z[ Åix

X�õ

ÙST ô FG@AST  �F ۔ ٓG à = á k@AFG@U
X

Ð
± X  

 Mr. Chairman: The Secretariat is directed to place all the papers in Urdu also 

in future. ۔Ò é � FGST Ò\ Þ ß  
  fµ     ¶ @A· � FGST Èß :  á   �è\Question No.53 ^ p  V kFG  ، Q  FyzF ٓGZfactual 

error $ J �F ٓG  á   ۔= � @A F ٓG ÖÐrelated۔= 
  æç �è\ : FyÅ9

X¼Question ؟=I hope the Minister has not gone away.  
  fµ     ¶ @A· � FGST Èß : QSir 9 kFG  FG@AST �F ٓG : = Q �FG; ، Q

X
Ðcorrect ¢ l ÙST FGHIt

 ?À ۔ 
  æç �è\ :۔pST A = Ï 
  fµ     ¶ @A· � FGST Èß : áquestion No.53~ : 8Fyz V kFG ۔= �FGHI Ò é ST� �HI ، =\ \ Þ 

 :   � = �@A  F ٓG Ö Ñ p l V kFG   = @ ØSTHigh Court  of Sindh    HIST : V kFG = ~ �justices 

restore  cFyz v pFG = �   � m?X Xmiss ۔= L ? 
  æç �è\ :؟�è v ò\ 
  fµ   ¶ @A· � FGST Èß :é @� Fyz �� � @AHIFG �6 � �< Ò۔\  \ Þ 
  æç �è\ :۔= Ï  yFG 
  fµ   ¶ @A· � FGST Èß :� ` � �  V �( s" cFyz v pFGX X   ۔ �à FyzF ٓGX 

 Mr. Chairman: Justice Mushir Alam is the senior punitory judge right now. 
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  fµ     ¶@A· � FGST Èß :á à d �(  FG" KHI  ،yFG  cFyz  HIST X
miss i FG á ۔� u ? Z zfactual 

error  �F ٓG �FG ۔p  HI�ST   �l 9 �F ٓG V à , j V ۔d LF ٓGÐ Ð
í

secretariat  �HI à ÙST ô 9correct  ÙST t
 \�è۔ 

 Senator Wasim Sajjad (Leader of the Opposition): There is no such thing in 
violation, it needs no review. 

  ` t Ò @AST 9 kFG ،= Q �Fyz ]FG 89 áY N Y \next rota day  ۔m� Fyz � CZ 
Mr. Chairman: Ministry of Law  Jadditional information will be taken on the 

basis of Point of order that has been raised by Dr. Abbasi.  
 Senator Wasim Sajjad: And it may be brought on the next rota day.  Ñ l á
Ò = �FyzY۔ \  

  æç �è\ : ۔= Q �Fyz 89 ]FG QY \   I also know that Justice Mushir Alam is 

the Senior punitory judge right now. I think he is also an Acting Chief Justice.   @ ?  �
 Ò۔

  �� �  Ò#È :۔�à �l � �F ٓG  ۔pST �  i FG $ p  �èÐ Z z \ 
  æç �è\ :۔Ò é  Ò# @A HIB ، @AHIB\ Þ 

Point of Order: Re: Appointment of an Administrator in a Leasing Company 

�� � Ò# È : s@U  �è Vß \[ \important� kQ FG á J Ò  p? íà ۔   Fyzt �Fyz C �\V \ \ Þ X Y \ kFG  FG? �HI
 i FG � JZ zmotion i FG à = � 	Z zleasing company ó t �@�  _HI@A pO@AFG ` cFGT ` pÍFyz jÐ ß � � X Ð

 i FG   �A c@= � ۔ C p9Î s@Aà P  �HI  @AHIFG �Z zadministrator  ۔C  �FGr _HI@A .� �Fyz = L ?  @A�Ð
Leasing company cFyz vXNator Lease and Refinance Company. ;   ` PP s@AF۔= families 

 � sÃ kFyz ` pFG ` `Ð X �FG 8 ; 22\ ۔�ST _HI@A @AHItß ß
families  �FG ۔� sÃ kFyz ` pFG `\ Ð XSecurity 

Security and Exchange  i FG  Fyz  @AFG?® _HI@A .� �Fyz j p�FGHI Z z Ð Ð Administrator �  ،Ø@AÀ ۔= �  @A�ß

�  FyzST sST 9 pFG ^ ÒZ X \ N 9 pFG ۔� =@A � `� �� �HI Xinstallment á ۔� � Ç FGHI � Ê FG � = C 
  FG @U    i FGß \ [ Z zscandal �FG C kFG  @AHIFG = State Bank Ø@AF ،À sST Q �l Finance Ministry sST Q �l 

ØST �FG�@AST i � < �۔  pÍFyz  @Aê ،�Yz X Ðp l  Fyz à p? íà á V Z Fyz ÙST {c v 1O m C � kFG Z
 9 Ì �� � Ò FG�@AST á   Ø"Y Nrefer Ø@U  l á Ò � ST ۔p· t 	 V Ü v p�� pFG àFyz Ùt ß \ [ X Y

�Q Fy۔  89 � � �� @A� × M HI kFG l � �? =@A �HIST � Ò  à = ÕSTFyz@AY X�� Y < \
ß \ \ Þ Z

X
 � �� �HIST Ò  \

ß \ \ Þ
� l M HI kFG Y <State Bank J �� � statement i FG  Fyz  @AFG?® _HI@A .� �Fyz �FG = ÕF ٓG Z z Ð Ð \Administrator 

 FyzSTt @A�Z =۔
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  æç �è\ : ؟= � @A� j Þ Ò é Ò#\ ÞIs it a matter pending in the court? 
Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel: Nothing is pending in the court. 

  �è\æç  :Nothing á yFG  administrator؟= � @A� j Þ  
  �� � Ò# È : áSecurity and Exchange۔j p�FGHI  
  æç �è\ :  ،yFGSecurity and Exchange Commission jappoint۔= � 
  �� � Ò#È :kFyz ` pFG á®Ý v p�� Ô à = á �FG;Ð X J PP s" ،= 22  @AHItß

 � �۔ 
  æç �è\ :   �FGsense of the House kFG     l =matter 9 refer   � e ST tto the 

Finance Committee to look into the matter.۔Ò pFyz = ÏX 
  �� � Ò#È : VHouse ۔p? @A� v 
  æç �è\ :Ò = Ï hFyz\ we refer it to the Finance Committee.   yFGWe 

move to the next item, Minister In charge of the Law and Justice may move Item No.3. 
  WHIC c�   È : i FG FG" �èZ z \point۔= 
  æç �è\ : v c� �  yFGPoint of orderY®@�  ، @AHIB Ò ، Ò ۔Ø o۔� 

Umra Visas 
  WHIC c�  � È : i FG   $J �F ٓG j  V Ò  �è  ،æç �è áòZ z Ð \ \ Þ \ \letter C s� 

 89 bó ` j�more than 20 days  � � $ Ò é Øe ،Ò é @Aü ¾ Fy� s" ۔� � ?\ \Þ Þ
 FG@AST �F ٓG ۔K@A ° Q �@A�FG � j� } J p� HI
X
Ð Y X

Religious Affairs  ` Minister Sahib   Fyz ÙST  ôJ Z
 p� HI � ` kFG @AHIFG � u ? pST   �è ۔� p? � 6ST $ ó ̀  �F ٓG t �  p�HI × ۔Ùt �Fyz ST� �F ٓGX \ Ð ÐY \

 KHI × ۔= � @A � FyzST Q j� } à = � HI � Ò�  Zsame =۔  FG" ،� nephew á ۔= ¾ Fy� s"
× �� K v �F ٓG ۔� =@A / ® �@A�FG � j� �FG × KHI ۔� mF ٓG t ? Ä Ð Xz Y X

\letter j pH� FG � ۔FyzST $ÓX å Z
 �HI ۔ÙST t | C � Ê FG Ò ,formality � j pH� FG i  $ FG ó � Ø@A� $ÓX å Yzletter J pST � = � ÇFGHIX

 �F ٓG �FG ۔� =@A sST �FG: �HI � @AHIFGÐ \please۔Ø t �Fyz ST�Y \  
  æç �è\ :۔Ò é Øe Ò ۔p? UST V = Ï ì\ Þ 
  Øe f FG � � FGST Èß : �FG à     = $ r�FG v pHI> á à p? � V ،æç �è\

 øFG 89family ó ` s� ó `apply 9 kFG $  ST� �F ٓG @AHIFG stÐletter � i FG á l، ÙST sSTZ z @Av g
 � kHI� s@A� l á � l ÙST �@A� Fyz ¿ @AST ` � FG   $ > �FG à Ùt �Fyz J � ` pFG  ۔YË �F ٓG

í ß Ð
X Y \ X Ð

 × 1 STFG à ? á �F ٓG 9 pFG  �lÐ =۔  XMembers of Parliament  �FG@A J Ò é � p� HI �FG ×   ۔   �\ Þ
FG Fyz  È � ،7@AHI � � v pFG ،ÙtZ

X X pFG �F ٓG ، = � á � kHI� s@AF �FG  ۔Fyzt Q FG@AFG� � J s FG WFG �X Ð
í Y
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 �FG  Fyz YQ  9 pFG ��� Fyz �F ٓG   l = FG? Ë �Fy� C p� � v pFG i FG �FG ۔Ù@Ad 9 �Fy� ،Ù@Ad 9 � ÜHI `Z \ z X X\ Ð ± ±Z z ß ß

Q � 89 �  p HI> ` p� R�     YA } � l Q    s@AF �HI ¡ ¡ =    FG@AFG� Á ST �FG: v \
 �t Q �� ó   ̀s� p�HI × ، = Q � áST¢ ۔ = £  à¤ � p�¥ cÈ  ¦�  HI æ§

Q cQ  × = � STFG@AF ٓG i FG FG@AF l = áHI@A á ¾ Fy� s@AF �FG  � ��  ó ` � Ã @A¨ ، �
X̀ X X

Z z
X   � ۔©�
   æç �è\ :۔ Ò é �� Ò#  Ò\ Þ 
   �� � Ò# È : �FGHI �è\ ! à pHIt ðñ 9 �F ٓG V۔ � '@A   áHI@A : ¾ Fy� s@AF  �HI

X
Ð

official passport i FG : Z zvisit visa }  ، =  Fyz? ó ` Y
routine kFG ۔ = � ° � ST + V agency 

 ó ` j� kFyz`Ð�HI �  @AHIFG =  FyzÃ - M HI Ä ¡ i FG }Y Y < Z z  passport i FG i FG  @AHIFG =  Fyz?   ^ FGST Z Zz z Y

 = � hFG ۔� �  � Q @AHIFG ? ×، � s@U HI $ sÝHIST V  kFG �è ۔= ÷ Q �FG: 89  i   

Y �i [� X Z \ \ Yz

 ó ` s@U HI ` ª� FG � @AHIFG � u ? « × à
X Z[applyÙt  l passportg   .@A t o  � 
 �، � 

  @AHIFG � e ST �FG:\passport ß Fy�  cÈ   ¾ Fy� ` sÕ¨ ` p#L ` pÍFyz۔ = í@A  FGÃ kFyz ` pFG � X XÐ Ð
   KHI  $ × à �à }۔ � �t [¬  F ٓG �lreciprocate ¾Fy� ` pFG j3 �@A® s@AF۔ Ùt X Y

FG Ùt KHI �HI �  g ¯: ó ` s@U HI  @AHI
X Z[British visa ó ` 60@AFG@�  X � � 9 pÍFyz۔ =  ° ÷ ` _HI@A X Ð
 �HI à �à $British National ó ` 60@AFG@�  X � �o   ¯ _HI@A Reciprocal  s@AF p۔� HI �FG ۔�à  Fyz? X

 �: p� $ ` pFG à p? � V l � �� s@AFyzFG �:X Y ` pFG × Ò à j@AFyzFGX± ۔ \ \ Þ Yairport  V  
 ±à jt s� ² p� HI $ } � g J p³ ´Q  Ø@AF  @AHIFG �: ، µ Ø@AF �HI l � �? ^ FGST

Yz
 � á۔ �à  Fyzt ¾ Fy� ` pFG } K G HI � '@A   ¾ Fy� ` pæÍFyz áHI@A ú �� ` � a a @AHIFGX X Ð

à = á l À =@A Q (� � á �FG ۔� e ST ó ` Ø@A¶ øFG } �FGç  �HI، � e ST �FGç }  �HI Y Y

 æç �è۔ � eST  STFGûFG   �HI ó kFG۔À m� F ٓG   V �HI· ` p9 Fy| �Q   FG@AFy�\ X `!  à p? Á ó kFG á  V
l = kc3 V %m kFG pÍFyz Ò H�  �FG
± X Ð Y � iV  �F ٓG  @AHIFG YQ    V s¸ ÊFG 9 pHI� cÈ V %m kFG Ð \ z

Ø ¹۔ ST V �Qm ` pæÍFyz ، ó ` @A� HI @AHIFG  �º Ø@AFY Yõ Ð 
   æç �è\ : �t p� »  ØO $ �F � ۔ ٓG۔ Ò é  Fyz�c �è  ،      áòÐ \ Þ X \

 �please۔
  @AFGST r¼FG� Èß :v Ò é Ò#\ Þ bFG á � l = cFG�HIC v j� passport pull out @AHIFG � �  t 

Y �i�

 �HIprocess ۔ ? � Fyz� j pH� FG à = , j V ۔� Ø Q  �@AFyzHIST � �HI l À =@A Fyz? X ÓX å \ z \ Y 
  æç �è\ :  @�  à = á �Fyz� � Y \embassy Ê FG ` rules of procedure â   ، Ò yFG   � ۔

ß þ zÕ\

�ST Ò é\ Þ، embassy Ê FG `  rules of procedure۔�  
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   â  ç NFy� È
ß þ zÕ\ ±:�è\ !rules of procedure îÍFyz �	 pFyz* Fyz cÈ á � � C ú øFG Ð ÐZ

 s�   �ñ ØST¢ ST� j V à p? íà  Fyz� V <� ` �F ٓG V �Fyz ØÝHIST  ؟ � p�   ó ` p#L\ X Ð Y \
` s@U HI `

X Z[ ó apply d � on official capacity on blue passport  p � reject  visa L � 
d۔ �FG\recently : $ FG p? FyzA 9 �F ٓG V Y Ðdelegation kFG ، = � @A � delegation ` official passports 

embassy V official tour ` visa   ` �F ٓG V @AHIFG � u ó ` Ð  p? íà  Fyz� V ù` pFG> cÈ  @AHIFGX X

 v pST �Fyz �	 àX Ðvisa۔ = L  FyzST Z۳ l pST Xofficially tour p�HI ¾ FG�FGSU  �FG l À? XVdelegate �HI l m� Ã @A\ 
 9 kFG � À st �deport  F̈G 9 kFG۔ À m� � space �F ٓG   Ùt îFyzï á ۔  �F ٓG۔ m� ° Ð Ð\Foreign 

Minister $ � s@AF R� Y¿FG wxm á ¾ Fy� ` õofficially visit visa    ó `  applications Õ�
 l   �note verbal � pÍFyz �F ٓG Û @A� @AHIFG kHI� s@A� á ۔ Õ� ØST Q À FG 89  9 kFG � � �� X Ð

í

 �l =۔
 Mr. Chairman: I will discuss the matter with the Foreign Minister. ۔ Ò é Fyz�c \ Þ X  

   Ø@AË  @AÌFGE  Fyz�c ÈX :æç �è\ ! oFG§ kFG 9 pæÍFyz  @AHIFG = � k3 á \ FGHIÐ
 pFG t Q  9 pHI@AFGST 0 ST     ÁFGST �@AFG@AHI à Ùt (� kFG �F ٓG �FG J oFG§ kFG ۔= Â Fy� v p#@AFG�ST fiv JX \ z

X Y X
Ð

�Fyz JY \ s@AF l i FG st Z zVIPs@AHIFG   � VIPs V ۔ = � ? � v p�� c6 l � =@A t M W (� kFG Y Z [

 p? ßFy�  �ñ �HI =à۔ = � t Ã v � ST Ø@A� �HI J Z� @U � à = Fy�  �  á v ST@�  i FG à p? �� \
X í[ Y X�\z � Z z

Ë g� hFG j pH� FG � p? ßFy�  π @A# =à،ÓX å � pFG۔ � �Q  Ø@U  ó ` p�� îÍFyz s@AF à = b X Y É ±�� ß \ [ Ð
Ùt l �Fyz (� kFG  ó ` jt @AHIST 9 �QY۔ Y\ É ±�� 

 Mr. Chairman : We will take up the matter with the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs. 

   Ø@AË  @AÌFGE  Fyz�c ÈX ::   À p?à -  @AHIFG V Å i FGZ z �HI � �Fyz j Ò é �� Ò# Y \ \ Þ
 J s* s@AF �HI   à = Æ C ÇÈ60/60 �FG à = �Fyz � kÉFG l � g ó ` s@U HI   _HI@A  @AFG@�  Y \

X Z[ X � �
 9 kFGvisa Ø@AF J oFG§ kFG l  = g� Ê á v ßFy�    �@A#   Ë۔e ST Q ÇFGHI $ � l e ST Q � Ð

 �Fyz J pFG Ò H�Y \ X Y � iV ۔ À? Fyzt cFGY FG j �F ٓG ó ` kFG ۔ � �Q  Ø@U  ó` s� � ST �F ٓG ۔ stX Ð ÐY É ±�� ß \ [ 
 æç �è\ : à =  FyzST ô j V Ò é  Fyz�c = ÏZ \ Þ X

I shall take up the matter 
with the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The Minister in–charge of the Law and Justice may 

move item No.3. 
) Ò FGû Y N XV( 

   æç �è\ : j Vspecially ۔Ò۔ = b o  
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   p3 Ìv � ÈX : �� : �F ٓG � ` kFG � ۔ Ø È �Fyz Ø"۔ÙST  �ì FG@AST Í® � ST i FGÐ Y \
X

Z z
© HI p? ÎHI v �@A9 �Ï V à , j V l L R �@U HI v ª� FG V � ST i FG۔Ùtß X Z[ Z z l p? �Õ¨  �© HI   �

 à , j kFGevery body is equal in my eyes. ،, J kFG j V l x 8? Ð 7Ñ � Ò @A p� HI   
Peter à , V l d cFyz v kFG X

Mr. Peter, do you think you and Reagon are equal. @AHIFG L t Ò  �HI   Ð Ð Þ
 o �@U HI Y F ٓG « à , j kFG

X Z[ = V ÎFG Y�tit for tat. �FG:v kFG \tit for tat ۔Ó � @AHIÔ �F ٓG ۔= Ð
� ÙST s@AFy� À % @AHIB �۔@U HI 9 �F ٓG l � Ùt hFG �F ٓG �FG

X Z[ Ð Ð 
) u mü Õ STß( 

Ordinances To Be Laid 
Mr. Chairman:  OK. Thank you. Now, may the Minister-in-Charge of the Law 

and Justice may move Item No.3. 
 Madam Mehreen Anwar Raja: (Minister-in-Charge of the Law and Justice): 
Thank you Chairman, first, I would like to respond to my honourable members  

 : ` pFGXconcerns hFyz � \genuine á @AHIFG � relevant ministries Y� YZ i  Yz۔� 
I hope some thing would come as an answer. Now I lay before the Senate the following 
ordinances as required by Clause (2) (a) (ii) of Article 89 of the Constitution of the 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan: 

i) The Sacked Employees (Reinstatement) Ordinance, 2009(Ordinance 
No.ll of 2009). 

ii) The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Amendment) Ordinance, 
2009 (Ordinance No. IV of 2009). 

iii) The National Vocational and Technical Education Commission 
Ordinance, 2009 (Ordinance No. VI of 2009) 
Thank you. 

Mr. Chairman: Ordinances stand layed.  

p3 � FG@U FG � ÇHIC ÈX \[ :�FGHI �è\ !On a point of order. 
Mr. Chairman: Are you on a point of order? 

  p3   � FG@U FG � ÇHIC ÈX \[ : á �è\Ordinances i FG V s@AFyz ` Z z \request = Ò @AST۔ = Y N
$ 9 ò @Aê @AHIFG = @A� FG 9 Ò H�  àY � iV �HI à = FyzST @A� FG j ÖF ٓG Zordinances promulgate   � Ùt 

 × l m� � ST 9 e @AFyz �  �Fy� s@A� i@UY X act parliament � �ً¡ � � m? kFyz JÐordinances 

lay down�? ¾ Fy� s@AF Ò HIST Ò  �F ٓG  @AHIFG K@A M W á $ J Ò H�  â  J kFG     � m? Y YN N �\ Ð Y Z [ iV ãäÐ å ۔� 
 á   $ �FG\request à = President House 9  ordinance factory FyzË  @A� HIFyz   9 Ø @AFyz ۔ m�  FyzË � Z Z\ Ð
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  l �ordinances  á mü � legislation through۔ m� � Ø @AFyz Ð 
   æç �è\ :۔� �à Ù ^ Ò é Ø@Ao V s@AFyz kFG  �F ٓG ۔ = Ï Ò\ Þ \ Ð 

 Senator Syed Nayyer Hussain Bohkari: Article 89 itself says, they may be 
treated as Bills. 

   æç �è\ : yFG۔= Ï We may now take item No.4  
   p3 � FG@U FG � ÇHIC ÈX \[ : ábill á 9 » � = Fyz� à  �HI l V � FG Òý ۔  Fyz� à Q Y Y

 á $ 9 » l � ¾ Fy� ` �F ٓG × ۔ m� ØST t Ú5 á V Ö F Gٓ  à = k@AFG@U  ó kFG ۔ L  FyzST Q @A� FGÐ
± X  Z
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Discussion on President’s Address 
 Mr. Chairman : We may now move on. Item No. 4 has already been moved 
by Syed Nayyer Hussain Bokhari, Leader of the House on 21st April, 2009, regarding 
discussion on the President’s Address. Yes, before I invite Mr. Wasim Sajjad to start the 
discussion on the President’s Address---.  

  @AÜ ØÝ@AFyz ÒÐ15 J 20 i  Ï Yz speech  ۔� �  t 
Y �i�Other honourable members 8 to 10 

minutes. Now I request Mr. Wasim Sajjad to start the discussion on the President’s 
Address.   
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 Senator Wasim Sajjad: Mr. Chairman, I am really grateful to you for   giving 
me the opportunity. 

  æç �è\ : cFyz bFG pFG>  $ : ۔ Ò é ST� �HI Ï i FG  yFGX X \ Þ Z z sST cFyz V ~ �HI �à ÁSTX

 ~ àFyz ÙSTYprepare $ J  @A> 8Fyz   @AHIFG pST sST cFyz ۔ m� ? 
X

\ X
request =  to give the names, so 

that the list can be prepared accordingly. Thank you. 
  Senator Wasim Sajjad: Mr. Chairman, I am grateful to you for giving me this 
opportunity to express my views on the address of the President to the Joint Sitting of 
the Parliament on the 20th of March, 2009. As you know sir, the address by the 
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President to the Joint Sitting is actually an assessment by the President of the policies 
of the Government over the past years and the presentation of the policies of the 
Government for the next year. It is an opportunity for the President for overall review 
of the situation and this gives the members of the Parliament an opportunity to discuss 
the policies of the Government at length and particularly for the Senate. It is important 
because we do not get the same opportunity to discuss national issues as have the 
National Assembly during the budget session. On an occasion like this’ it is really a 
matter of deep regret for me that I do not see here the Minister for Interior, I do not 
see the Minister for Foreign Affairs, I do not see the Minister for Finance, I do not see 
any important minister who is sitting here. Of course the Leader of the House is here 
and we are grateful but the Leader of the House can not be the panacea for all the 
policies of the Government of Pakistan. This is an opportunity when we want to express 
our views and we want these views to be noted, taken seriously and proper response 
given. It is really a matter of regret that nobody, who has been mentioned in the 
speech, as having some relationship with the policy of the Government is available to 
listen to the speeches of the members of this honourable House.  

When I was going into the Hall to listen the speech of the President, I was 
thinking to myself what would be a kind of speech that the people of Pakistan would like 
to hear from the President of Pakistan today. Mr. Chairman, there is no doubt about the 
fact that this is a very crucial period in the history of Pakistan. A period when Pakistan 
is beset with all kinds of problems; problems on the external front, problems on the 
internal front, problems of governance, problems of economy. I thought the best 
speech that the President could deliver would be to come before the House and openly 
say that my government was elected on 18th of February, 2008. We made promises to 
the people of Pakistan. We told them that we will bring law and order to the country. 
We told them we will reduce inflation. We told them that we will bring employment. We 
told them that we will deal with the economic recession. We told them that we will deal 
with the suicide bombings that are taking place in Pakistan. And to say that we made 
these promises but I must confess before you that we have not been able to come up 
with the standard. He should have said that I seek time from the people of Pakistan. 
We have these problems and difficulties and he should have appealed to all the parties in 
the country. Sir, this is a time when we have to rise above politics. He should have 
appealed to all the political parties across the board for their support in dealing with this 
situation. But on the other hand, sir, I was disappointed to note that the President says 
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that things are improving. Sir, may be sitting in the President House, this is the 
information that is being given to him by his ministers and advisors. They are telling him 
that things are alright. If only he were to go into the streets of Pakistan, if only he 
were to talk to the people of Pakistan, he would find that there is a total disconnect 
between the government and the people of Pakistan today. The people of Pakistan are 
disappointed. The people of Pakistan are disturbed. The people of Pakistan today live in 
a climate of fear. There is total fear all over the country. The people of Pakistan, when 
they move from one place to another, they go under severe threats and fear. The 
economy is going down. Pakistan is being isolated and the schemes which our enemies 
had devised for us, unfortunately I find that those schemes are successful. So 
therefore, it was an opportunity for the President to confess this situation and to make 
an appeal to all the parties, may be call an all parties conference and say that this a 
time when I need your support to resolve these problems and difficulties which are 
faced by the people of Pakistan. 
 Mr. Chairman, the President in his address, starts off by saying that he 
believes in the supremacy of Parliament. Sir, this is a very good declaration. Supremacy 
of Parliament means the supremacy of the Constitution of Pakistan. Supremacy of the 
Parliament means the writ of parliament. And the government flows from the 
Parliament, with the writ of government, with the writ of Parliament. The Constitution of 
Pakistan is now governing the affairs of the people of Pakistan. Sir, may I ask, is there 
any constitutional writ of the Government in Swat? We are finding every day the 
authority of the Government of Pakistan is being eroded. Is there any constitutional writ 
of the Government of Pakistan in Bunir? This morning’s newspapers are saying that the 
writ of Pakistan has evaporated in Shangla. In these areas, is there any authority of the 
Government of Pakistan? Is there any constitution of Pakistan? May I ask you Mr. 
Chairman, are the courts in these areas functioning according to the Constitution? Is the 
executive able to enforce the authority of the President? The members of the 
Parliament, members representing these areas, are they able to go there into their own 
areas? Are they able to properly represent the views of the people of their areas and 
represent their interests in Parliament? So where is the Constitution of Pakistan? Where 
is the governance of the Government of Pakistan? Where is the writ of the Government 
of Pakistan? 

Sir, enforcement of Shariah is a perfectly valid thing. Shariah is enforced in 
Saudi Arabia but does the enforcement of Shariah means the absence of the Constitution 
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of Pakistan? Does it mean abdication of the authority of the Government of Pakistan? 
Sir, these are crucial issues and this is a serious problem on which the Government 
needs to take all the parties into confidence. I must say again and again, this is not a 
matter that can be taken lightly. The Constitution of Pakistan must remain the supreme 
law and all authorities must emanate from the Constitution of Pakistan. Sir, may I ask 
where is the High Court in Swat, Bunir and Malakand Areas? Where is the Supreme 
Court? We were told that a Bench of Supreme Court will function in Malakand.  Sir, are 
we not talking totally against the realities on the ground? How can the Supreme Court 
function in Malakand? Will the lawyers be able to appear before the Bench in Malakand? 
Will the judges be able to administer justice in accordance with the Constitution in that 
areas? I will also say sir, that the Government of Pakistan appears to be totally 
confused in their policy in these area. On the one hand the Government says that our 
writ will be enforced. The second day, they say no, we have now said first restore 
order then we will enforce the regulation but sir, all I am saying is enforcement of 
Shariah, nobody can oppose that but enforcement of Shariah must be in accordance with 
the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.  

In the address of the President there is a reference to the Charter of 
Democracy and a request by the President to the Speaker to form a Committee to 
amend the Constitution in the light of the Charter of Democracy. Sir, you will agree with 
me that the Constitution being the basic document, must be a document which has the 
support of all, the various sections of society in the country. It is the consensus 
document and every effort should be made that it represents the consensus in the 
country. The Charter of Democracy is an agreement between two parties and I must 
confess that it has many good points which will strengthen the institutions in the country 
but there are other parties in Pakistan. Jamat-e-Islami may have a point of view, 
Pakhtoonkhwa Mili Awami Party has a point of view. The Baloch parties have a point of 
view. Pakistan Muslim Leagu (Q) has a point of view. Therefore, sir, you must give 
ownership in the Constitution across the board to all the people of Pakistan. As I said 
there are suggestions in the Charter of Democracy which are good, which are welcomed 
and when the time comes, we will support them but there are certain things which will 
be harmful to Pakistan. There are certain ideas which our friends will give, which will 
further improve the constitutional functioning and therefore our suggestion is that 
instead of saying that you amend the Constitution in the light of the Charter of 
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Democracy, why don’t you say you amend the Constitution in the light of the aspirations 
of all the people of Pakistan. Why do you want to make it a two party document?  

Now in the Charter of Democracy, as I said, there are certain suggestions 
which are certainly good. For example repeal of the 58 2(b) clause. Most of the parties 
are now demanding that this should be done away with. For instance, the taking away of 
the discretionary powers of the President which are not consistent with a parliamentary 
democracy and transferring those powers to the Prime Minister, appointment of the 
service chiefs, this should be an appointment of the Prime Minister. The repeal of certain 
provisions of the 17th amendment, I am sure most of the parties would support those 
proposals but having said that there are certain provisions, commitments made in the 
Charter of Democracy, which in my humble opinion will be very harmful to the 
democracy in Pakistan, to the Pakistani institutions and to the whole structure of the 
federation that we have in Pakistan today. I am referring sir, to the proposal in the 
Charter of Democracy to which the parties have committed. Under which it has been 
agreed that a constitutional court would be set up and this constitutional court will take 
away all the powers of the Supreme Court of Pakistan on the constitutional matters and 
the Supreme Court of Pakistan will be only dealing with the normal civil and criminal 
cases.  

Mr. Chairman, in our history, we have never had such a court. The Supreme 
Court of Pakistan has been the focus of all judicial power in the country. The entire 
judicial powers in the country is vested in the Supreme Court and the hierarchy of 
courts under the Supreme Court, one unified system and whether it is constitutional or 
any other matter all these matters come before the High Courts and then they go to 
the Supreme Court. You have been a lawyer sir, you know sometimes, the matters are 
connected, you can not separate one from the other. If you create the Constitutional 
Court, you erode the authority of the Supreme Court of Pakistan. You will weaken the 
Supreme Court of Pakistan and as a result you will weaken the High Courts in the 
country. The ability of the courts to deliver justice will be eroded. Then, when you have 
a Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court and High Courts, there will be a conflict of 
jurisdictions. There will be a struggle over territory, which court will decide this matter, 
which court will decide that matter. You will have to say that one of the courts is going 
to be supreme because if both courts start handling both matters, there will be total 
chaos. So, I will request the PML (N) leadership and the PPP leadership that please don’t 
blindly follow what you had agreed to act that time. Look at it afresh and look it afresh 
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in the light of suggestions that our colleagues from different parties will be able to give 
you and in the light of that you may proceed to look at the Constitution not as a two 
party package but as a document which represents the aspirations of all the people of 
Pakistan. 
 Sir, the President in his address also mentioned his commitment to 
constitutional rule and he has said that we wish to strengthen the democratic institutions 
in the country. The story Mr. Chairman is totally the opposite. Despite our differences 
on the political level, I have no hesitation in saying that the imposition of Governor’s rule 
in Punjab was totally unconstitutional, totally undemocratic, cannot be justified under any 
circumstances and the very second day myself and my colleagues in the Pakistan Muslim 
League condemned this action. We feel that political expediency should not take 
precedence over laws, principals and the Constitution. There was absolutely no 
justification for Governor’s rule. If the Chief Minister had been disqualified, the only 
proper course of action for the Governor of the province was to summon a fresh 
session of the assembly. Ask the assembly to elect a new leader of the House and let 
the Government proceed. One mistake by the Government, you can see sir, how much 
chaos it led to and this chaos, we cannot ignore at this stage in our history, at this 
stage in the development of our country. It prevents people from investing in Pakistan, 
it creates the climate of fear and as a result of that, the capital starts moving out of 
Pakistan. When capital starts moving out of Pakistan, the Rupee value falls, no 
investments are made, there is unemployment, there is joblessness, there is frustration 
and this is all that we are seeing happening in Pakistan today. People have stopped 
coming into Pakistan, people have stopped setting up industry, there was massive flight 
of capital from Pakistan and this state of affairs is continuing in the country. 
 The law and order situation sir, I don’t have to say very much. The dacoities, 
phone snatchings, suicide bombings, this is what has been the chronicle of the last one 
year of this Government. 

�FGHI �è\ ! V L  @�   ً ¡ à � ST �F ٓG� � Ðbomb blast� =@A ?  suicide bombings i FG ۔� K@A ? Z z
/ x۔  @Aå Ø@A� ¾ Fy� ` æ kFG l 8F ٓG æ � FyÉ  ØÝ Ò �@L ? FG� kFG =۔   HI ��X�B Þ\ \ � � 

They had police vans with them, they had pilots with them, they had elite force with 
them. See what happened? The people came and fired at them, there was no response, 
nobody was injured, nobody was killed and the people went and evaporated in full day 
light. What does it show? It shows that even the morale of the police force has been 
eroded; it shows that they do not have proper training; it shows that there is an 
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intelligence failure. All these things will have to be strengthened, to be able to create 
security for the people. The Government should take proper measures to strengthen 
the police forces because without proper training, without intelligence input, without 
giving them training, they cannot use their weapons. And not only that sir, it also 
transpired that they did not have sufficient ammunition to be able to deal with the 
situation that was created at that spot. Sir, our heads hang in shame because as a 
result of this we were not able to fulfill our promise that we had given to the Sri Lankan 
team and to the Government of Sri Lanka. We had told them that you will be provided 
with Presidential level security. They came to us as friends because this was the time 
when the world especially India was trying to isolate us, they came to us as friends to 
help us, to give confidence to the people out side that Pakistan is a safe place, you can 
still go and play cricket in Pakistan. How did we treat them sir? They were fired upon, 
some of them were injured and I am grateful to God that no life was lost in the Sri 
Lankan team. Otherwise, we would not be able to face them ever in the future. 
 Sir, as far as the economic situation is concerned, let us compare, the 
economic indicators about a year ago and the economic situation today. At the time the 
elections took place, the value of the rupee to the dollar was about 60 rupees, today it 
has gone a little beyond 80 rupees but I must say at least it has stabilized at around 80 
rupees. The price of flour today is about 25 to 26 rupees a kilo, it was almost at half 
about a year ago. Electricity today, is about 10 rupees a unit, a year ago it was about 
6 to 7 rupees a unit. Sir, everywhere there is a steep incline, every indicator is showing 
that the economy is under deep trouble.  
 As far our industries are concerned, industry is closing down, not only because 
of higher interest rates but also because of load shedding industry cannot run. Higher 
gas prices, higher electricity prices and the result is, the industry is closing down. Result 
is unemployment, inflation, frustration and disappointment. These issues have to be 
understood and they should take into confidence friends like Mr. Ishaq Dar who knows 
these matters. We should seek support from all sections wherever they can get it. 
These are experienced people, they have handled these crisis before. But today we find 
absence of governance and total abdication of authority, whether it is in the field of law 
and order, whether it is in the field of governance or it is in the field of economic 
affairs. 

(At this stage the voice of Azan of Maghrib) 
æç �è\ :Ò é �HI\ Þ ! ç �F ٓGÐtime ۔� Ø @AHIFG 
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continue. 

 Senator Wasim Sajjad: So, Mr. Chairman, I was dealing with a very important 
sector of our economy which is the industry and I was trying to tabulate or indicate to 
you, how the industry is coming under pressure and as a result the industry is closing 
down. In fact one of my colleague I think, he must be sitting here, he told me that they 
had entered into an agreement with an Egyptian company to set up a textile mill 
somewhere near Karachi. When the law and order situation broke down they came and 
said we are unable to invest in Pakistan. There is no security for our people and there is 
no security for our capital. How can we invest in this country? As I said earlier sir, the 
people have stopped for coming herein and in this situation certain measures, drastic 
measures are required and the Prime Minister and the President must insist on the 
economic management of the country. The finance Minister and the economic 
management have to take certain steps on urgent bases to stabilize and retrieve the 
situation.  
 I would suggest the following; 
 1. Pakistan is going against the world trend by increasing the interest 
rates on loans, industry runs on loan and if you increase cost of capital, you make your 
products uncompetitive. If let us say the interest in Pakistan is 14% and in India is 
10% and in China is even less, they will be able to produce goods at a much lower price 
than Pakistan. When your products compete in the world, obviously if it is of a lower 
price, it will be more attractive and it will be sold more. Pakistan has moved against the 
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world trends by increasing rates because by reducing interests you also increase the 
availability of capital in the country. All the countries, England has reduced rates, India 
has reduced rates, America has reduced rates and Pakistan is a country which has tried 
to manage the situation by increasing the rates of interests in the country with the 
result that there is further pressure on industry in Pakistan. I would not be surprised, if 
more industry is closed down, leading to our banking crisis for at least a calamity for the 
industrial sector, the worst kind of calamity many years ago, as a result of which the 
State Bank had to come out with the special scheme for writing off loans, known a 
circular No. 29. In fact, I would also add that because of the crisis which the industry is 
facing, a similar measure is required to help the industry, to strengthen them, to put 
them back on rail because the crisis that we are facing today is not of the creation of 
the industry. In fact, I welcome the move by the State Bank of Pakistan, reducing the 
interest rate by about 1%, for I think they need to reduce it at least by another 5% to 
make the industry strengthened and viable once again. 

2. There is load shedding and every effort should be made that the industry 
of Pakistan is exempted from load shedding. If there is any increase in the production of 
power in the country, efforts should be made that industry should be exempted and the 
burden can then be shared with the other sectors of our society because if the industry 
falls down, if the industry caves in, everybody is going to be affected and we will have 
an economic situation, we already have a law and order situation, we have insurgency 
situation, we may have a human situation that we may not be able to control. 

3. We should discourage import of finished goods into the country. We should 
encourage import at lower prices, lower taxes of material which is needed for our 
industry and we should discourage finished goods so that we can encourage industry and 
our own industrial sector. We should produce more ourselves, we should rely on 
ourselves rather than living on imports. We have lived heavily on imports. Next, all 
luxury goods must be taxed heavily, we don’t need them, we can live a simpler life. 
Now is a crisis time, the Government needs to take charge and heavily tax luxury 
goods. 

We should also encourage agro based industry. Pakistan is the one of the 
biggest producers of milk in the world. How are we using it? We have not been able to 
use that resource in a proper way, if we do it, our products could go all over the world. 

These are some of the suggestions as far as the industry is concerned. As far 
as agriculture is concerned, this is the backbone of our economy; nearly 70% people 
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are engaged in agriculture. God has given us water, although steadily, gradually the 
water resources are being depleted. We need to look into that, that is the crisis which is 
looming on the horizon and water is getting reduced every year. On top of that, the 
rights to the rivers which were granted in the Indus Water Treaty, those rights are 
being violated by India and we are not taking enough notice, sufficient notice or reacting 
in the manner which is required to protect our rights under the Indus Water Treaty. 
 Sir, this is going to be a bigger problem, I would say a huge problem, bigger 
than any problem that we faced with India, if the land of Pakistan is deprived of water 
resources. We need to address this issue because if we delay it too much, we might 
find that we are so engulfed by the problem that we cannot see any solution. As far as 
agriculture is concerned, we need to reduce the prices of inputs into agriculture. Our 
farmers are not getting the kind of profits from agriculture that they deserve. They 
put in hard work but a lot of the profit is taken by the middleman and the farmer on the 
ground is not getting enough, we need to look at that problem. 

We need to reduce the prices of fertilizers, reduce the taxes. We need to 
reduce the prices of tractors and give subsidies. The whole world is giving subsidies on 
agriculture. Why can’t we think of subsidies for the agriculturists in Pakistan? Sir, this is 
a crisis situation that we are dealing with. The world is in recession and we need to think 
of positive measures by which we can strengthen our economy and its system. 
 Coming next to the other big problem that we are facing today, the 
Balochistan situation. The President, in his address, has shown sensitivity to the problem 
and for the last two or three days we have discussed it at a great length. Some 
solutions have come forward. The President has said that a committee needs to be 
constituted on the Balochistan issue and he has also said that they may take benefit 
from the committee which was already being constituted. I think he was referring to the 
committee which was setup by Chaudhary Shujaat Hussain, when he was the Prime 
Minister. As you all knows sir, the two sub-committees were setup, Mr. Mushahid has 
the committee and I had the honour to head the committee on the constitutional 
amendments. 

The Advisor on Interior has given us a good briefing, based on information 
which the Government has from various sources. The information based on intelligence 
sometimes can be wrong. In fact, that the best intelligence information, at least we 
believe so, is a one given to the American government by their intelligence agencies but 
even those intelligence agencies failed. They were unable to detect when the Indians 
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shrouded their nuclear device, they went wrong on Iraq, they gave information 
regarding the weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, they did not find any. They went 
wrong when they said there was some deal going on for nuclear material in Niger, it 
proved to be wrong. These are very well resourced, well funded, highly specialized 
intelligence agencies, they can go wrong. So, therefore, the intelligence information 
which was given to the Interior Minister, I am glad he shared it with the Senate and in 
the Senate our members, who are more aware, who have their feet on the ground, they 
were able to point out some flaws. I do hope that the Government will benefit from the 
advices, suggestions, contradictions given by our honourable members so that they are 
able to improve their information because if the information is wrong, the decision is also 
going to be wrong. 
 Having said that sir, we have now discussed the Balochistan issue, there is 
need for urgent action, administrative changes are needed, some positive financial 
commitments have to be made and some constitutional changes also need to be made. 
The President has talked of the establishment of the committee, I do hope then such a 
committee will be formed very soon and unlike other committees, a deadline will be 
given so that all these suggestions which are coming from the members, all the inputs 
which have come from various sources, that can be consolidated and a package is 
prepared for Balochistan, an economy package or financial package, a constitutional 
package, in not more than 60 days. 
 Time is flying very fast but one thing we must insist, as I was saying earlier 
that the Constitution of Pakistan must remain supreme. The Government must not 
abdicate its authority, the Government must ensure that its writ is followed, this writ 
should be followed in Balochistan, it should be followed in Punjab, it should be followed in 
Sindh, it should be followed in NWFP, it should be followed in Swat, it should be followed 
in Boner, it should be followed in Shangla, it should be followed all over Pakistan. We 
must condemn any statement, any declaration of independence from Pakistan. This is 
something that will not be acceptable. We have no sympathy with people who talk of 
independence from Pakistan. Pakistan will be there, it will remain there. This is the time 
when we need collectively to get together to ensure that Pakistan is not weakened in 
any manner, in any form whatsoever. 
 This brings us sir, to the next question, the foreign policy of Pakistan. Foreign 
policy of any country is intended to promote the interest of that country. President 
Obama is a President of the United States, he is not the President of Pakistan, he will 
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obviously talk of the interests of the United States. But the Government of Pakistan 
has to ensure that the interests of the people of Pakistan are protected. The foreign 
policy of Pakistan must ensure the sovereignty of Pakistan, the integrity of Pakistan and 
the security of its borders. The foreign policy of Pakistan must also ensure that the 
economic interests of Pakistan are protected. All of our efforts in foreign policy should 
be motivated, geared towards the protection of the interest of Pakistan.  

Sir, the impression in Pakistan today is that we are not doing that. The 
impression in Pakistan is, I am sure, I am wrong but the impression in Pakistan is that we 
have been pursuing the interests of other countries and we are ignoring our own 
interests. I think, what is happening  is that in the desire to pursue their own interests 
and I can’t differ with that, every country wants to pursue its own interests but a line 
has to be drawn by the people of Pakistan, where their interests get infringed. At the 
moment there is no doubt that we are facing a very difficult situation  on the borders 
between Pakistan and Afghanistan.  
 The President of Pakistan in his address has welcomed the statement by 
President Obama regarding the new policy of  the new Administration on this region. I 
did not see any reason for welcoming that policy. For one treating Pakistan and 
Afghanistan as one area of trouble, misses the whole point. Sir, we are the victims of 
aggression. The situation that we face in Pakistan today is not the result of one year or 
two years, it’s a result of many years struggle, it’s a result of the cold war, it is a 
result of the Afghan “Jehad” against the Russian intervention. We have to face the 
consequences and instead of sympathizing, understanding the problems of Pakistan, we 
are being put under pressure and because terror has become a buzz-word in the world, 
the moment one talks of the war of terror or terrorism, the whole focus comes on 
Pakistan. There is a deliberate policy by our enemies to think of every issue in Pakistan 
or make it look as every issue in Pakistan through  the prism or the binoculars or 
spectacles of terrorism.  Anything that happens, they connect it with terrorism. We 
need to counter that through active foreign policy. As far as the policy of President 
Obama is concerned, we should ask our American friends. No.1. to make a  firm  
commitment to the integrity and the sovereignty of Pakistan. They should make a firm  
commitment, there can be no compromise on that.  

No. 2. the Drone attacks on Pakistani soil must come to an end. The 
Americans must understand that we are their friends. We understand the issues that are 
involved. We are capable of  understanding their policies but if Drone attacks don’t 
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produce the proper results, it leads to anger in Pakistan, the government looses the 
sympathy of the people of Pakistan, there is a reaction against the American 
intervention than what is the purpose in following  such  polices. Why can’t the American 
administration understand that if at all these are necessary, why can’t these be 
undertaken by the government of Pakistan. Why they are hesitant to give us the kind 
of weapons, that kind of technology that we need to handle this problem. One problem 
that we are facing in the tribal areas is the use of FM Radio. Sir, I am not a technical 
man but I am sure there must be some devices somewhere by which these FM Radio 
broadcasts can be blocked or scrambled or made difficult. I want  them to give us some 
equipment which is more powerful than that, so that they can be made less harmful, 
less useful, less effective. Why is it that there is so much trust deficit between Pakistan 
and America that as a result the interests of America are suffering, the interests of 
Pakistan are suffering. We are suffering more because  they are sitting 10,000 miles 
away, for you, it is an academic problem but we face this everyday, we are facing  
deaths  in our society, we are facing destruction of our economy, we are facing distrust 
of the government and we are facing strengthening of our enemies on our borders, 
because our concentration is on the problems internal as well as on the Pak Afghan 
border. We ask our friends whether it is America or the European friends to help us in  
dealing with  these problems. We understand it is a problem, you can help us by 
strengthening our capacity to deal with this situation. We need finances, we need 
industry in that area, we need to increase the people who get job in that area. We need 
to strengthen our armed forces. We need to help them in their capacity building. We 
need all kinds of instruments, we need light vision goggles, we need helicopters to deal 
with those hilly areas, we need drones, why are they distrustful of Pakistan, why can’t 
they help the people of Pakistan, the government of Pakistan, the armed forces of 
Pakistan to become their allies and to help our own situation. Why does America feel 
that they alone can do this and in this process they damaged not only the relationship 
but also create distrust between the people and the government of Pakistan. 

Sir, I think it is time that the Western countries, the European countries, the 
European Union should also be told about the  crises that we are facing. The OIC on 
which we rely, the Muslims Countries  they are very silent, why? I ask, and what is the 
government of Pakistan doing to break into this silence. What is our Foreign Ministry 
doing? Don’t they realize the problems that the government of Pakistan is facing? How 
they are dealing with this situation? As far as the American system is concerned, we 
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know sir, that there are centers of power, the media is powerful, the Congress is 
powerful, the Executive is powerful. Are we interacting with them and who is interacting 
with these, how are we trying to change their views about Pakistan? Similarly sir, in the 
European countries, again the European Union, UK, France, Germany what are we doing? 
I ask the government of Pakistan, I ask the Foreign Minister of Pakistan, I ask the Prime 
Minister of Pakistan, are you aware of the dangers as a result of which Pakistan is being 
targeted? Shown to be a terrorist country. Investment is not flowing into Pakistan. The 
image of Pakistan is being destroyed. Are you aware of it? Are you aware how to deal 
with this? Do you have a strategy for this? Do you have a plan to deal with these 
problems? Do you understand what is to be done in America? Do you know what is to 
be done in Europe? Do you know what is to be done with the Muslim countries? If you 
have, please come and tell us. Please take our suggestions, our members have some 
views take them into account. You need to be very very active. You need to be on 
your toes.  You need to counter act. We cannot just sit in silence, silence today is not 
an option. We need to move on all these fronts to be able to secure the interest of 
Pakistan. 

Sir, As far as our relation with India are concerned. In fact I would say, that 
of all our relationships, I would give high priority to our relations with India. They are 
our neighbors, we have problems with them, we have problems in the past, we went to 
war with them, we have problems today and we are going to have problems in the 
future. I see water problem becoming a big problem that we have to deal with India. 
We need to be strong to deal with these matters. We need to strengthen the resolve 
of the people of Pakistan. We need to strengthen our Armed Forces to be able to deal 
with an enemy who is very powerful. But, what happened? The Mumbai incident took 
place and the moment the incident took place, while it was happening, the blame started 
on Pakistan and cleverly the use of word terror, in fact I would just mention that the 
Obama  Administration  had stopped using the word war on terror. It is a good 
development but the moment this incident happened the word terror began to be used. 
Terror is coming from Pakistan. It is based in Pakistan. It originates from Pakistan; the 
most dangerous country in the world is Pakistan. What was the purpose, the purpose 
was to paint this picture to the world that Pakistan is the originator of terror, the hot 
bed of terror, where terrorist is created and spread across the world and unfortunately 
this impression is gaining ground. We need to counter it.  
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 The Mumbai incident happened. Yes, there were some people involved from 
Pakistan but does it mean that the Government of Pakistan is involved? Of course not. 
Does it mean that the people of Pakistan, hundred and sixty million people of Pakistan 
are involved. Of course not, we want to live peacefully with India but the impression 
which is created, the image which we created is, as is the whole of Pakistan, wants 
terror, creates terror, encourages terror. Then we were able to successfully create this 
image but when the attack took place on the Sri Lankan team, when the events were 
taking place in Balochistan, when unrest is created in the tribal areas, we know, that the 
Indians are fomenting, encouraging these activities in Pakistan. 
 Sir, these people who are operating in these areas, who is giving them 
weapons? 
 Mr. Chairman: Wasim sahib another five minutes. 

  ST� �HI È: Five minutes۔À ? Q ¿ l V  
 Mr. Chairman: I think more than forty minutes have passed. 

  ST� �HI È :t ¿ $ FG V Fy� FG@A? � p? �ß
 Monday۔� Ø t 9  

  æç �è\ :۔= L ? $ M HI v è �FG � R�Y < \ 
  ST� �HI È : : foreign policy `  aspects á �  Monday ÇHIC ( F ٓG  \ Ø t 9 �۔

Ø È 9 Ò۔ é � @A�\ Þ 
  æç �è\ := L ?   (Fyz l �FG Qß u Ó $ Ò �۔\ é Æ@A� ۔\ Þ 
  ST� �HI È :۔p? Fyzt ¿ V Ï �@Aê kST à p? Fyzt W9 ۔yFGY Y 
  æç �è\ : �ST Monday۔۔۔۔۔۔۔l 9  
  ST� �HI È :�FGHI �è\ ! ¿ Ø) àFyz p?  Fyzt W9 � 1O V s@AFyz ` p°HIë VY Y \ X

 p� t۔
  ç �è\æ :۔= L ? M HI v è R�Y < 
  ST� �HI È :۔p? Fyzt ¿ V QY 
  æç �è\ : � ST ۔= Fyzt $ ìHI j Ò  �m� ? Ø �۔  @A¨X \ N

X
 Monday l 9  Private 

Member’s day۔=  
  ST� �HI È :�è\ !۔p? Fyzt W9 � jt ¿ VY 
  æç �è\: ۔Ø l È  FG@AST 

X
Monday 9  Private Member’s day á � =  Tuesday ? 9 

 À۔
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  ST� �HI È :۔Ò p? Fyzt W9 VY 
  æç �è\ :۔Ø t W9 Conclude۔ÙST t  
  ST� � HI  È :�FGHI  �è\ ! FG @AF  �  `  �í FGHI  î  �ï  s@AF ¾ Fy�  `  p°HIëY Y X

composite dialogue i FG V � ST Ø@AFy� j pH� FG ۔= L ? ¿ Z z ÓX å image create Ë a t Q × : � 
 : @A�FG ` � s@AF à �à  FyzA 9 � ST }X

 terror : �Q � =، A � s@A® �� : s@AF@= �۔  @A ? Y É ±��
 v Þ � ` kFG � K@A �¾ =؟ F ٓG V pýQ  s@AF` pH� FG $ ( F ٓG  @AHIFG m? Q �qv V kFG × � ÓX å \ \

 à = FyzST p� jZ Xresponse from Pakistan we do not want to dignify it by giving an answer. 

President Sahib۔= ðFGðFG  FG" C p�  @AHIFG j 
X

 President Sahib  Ê FG jinterviewV  �à × à , 
 � àdialogue۔Ùt �HI� Ø) ¾ Fy� ` p°HIë X 

Sir, when dealing with these countries or any country one must maintain one’s self-
respect. We should not show any hurry to start a dialogue with India because the 
moment the President makes this statement, very next day the Prime Minister of India 
said that no unless you dismantle the terror organizations in your country, we will not 
start the dialogue with you. 
 Second day Mr. Jadamram, the Interior Minister, he comes out of the 
statement, no you dismantle the instruments of terror, the organizations of terror in the 
country otherwise we will not talk to you. Now these things were highlighted all over 
the world 

 l C p� HI FyzST t @AuFG p� j p° HIë Ò à Z X terror v p°HIë ؟= � @A ? XPrime Minister�Fyz × à = Á  Y \ 
 à p� � Ùt Q terror۔Ùt �Fyz ¾ Fy� s@AF à � =@A t ñ � pFG × p� ؟= � @A ? Y \ X 

Sir, the Indians will talk to you when they feel it is in their interest to do so. They will 
not do so because you are asking for it. Is this way to conduct foreign policy? No sir, 
Indians will talk to you because Indians are also under pressure just as it is our interest 
to have good relations with India, it is in India’s interest to have good relations with 
Pakistan. Pakistan is not a small country. Pakistan is not a weak country. Pakistan is not 
Afghanistan. They should know it and everybody knows it. America knows it, Europe 
knows it. A time will come and there is pressure on India, we should take advantage of 
the fact that today the world powers are focused on the Pakistan-Afghan border, the 
situation in Pakistan and Afghanistan and they do not want to see a situation where the 
intention of Pakistan is taken away from the borders to the eastern side. Indians are 
under pressure but where does the difference lie in our approach to our foreign policy 
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 C p� à Ò , M HI kFG j pH� FG d � @A � jË Fyz x 8Ë  F́yz á j ª�FG M HI aY Y< <ÓX å Z Ð regional approach 
à , j pH� FG ۔� � t Ñ ò   �HI Ë � u ó C Ú kFG �HI �FG ۔� =@A ô Ñ : �à î?ÓX å Z �

X ý
±ô
Y¼

\ × 
Hallbrook  9  appoint  b FG  �  �t  special envoy and he will be envoy for Pakistan-

Afghanistan and India j FyzSU FG � Z
ß Xz lobby ` kFG ` t   ̂Ò  ،` t \ N agenda ×  @AHIFG  FyzST �u �HI J Z

�@AFyz pFG × ؟= � @A ? � à Q K D ^ } ۔=@A m; C kFG\ X õ á ۔a Q K Ù 9 p foreign 

policy  s@AF  ö   foreign relation  =؟ pFG  ،9  pHIÚ  pFG  ،9  p�@AFyz  ×  �     �؟ =@A S X X \ 

developments؟= � @A ? � à K@A  F ٓG Q Ù } � K@A ? V � ST : 9  �è �à }\ ! øFG } 

self respectì Q �à FyzX 
 Let India take their time, we will not talk to India if they do not want to talk 
to us but in the meantime we should engage with all the important countries of the 
world, with Japan, with China, with Germany, with France, with our Islamic brother 
countries, engage with them, explain to them, what Pakistan problems are and how we 
are being targeted, how we are being victimized by our enemies and this is where 
foreign policy of Pakistan comes into play. Similarly, sir the Sri Lankan incident, I want 
to come to that again and wind up. Sri Lankan incident is an incident to destroy the 
image of Pakistan. It is not a matter which only the Pakistan’s Cricket can deal with. 
The Government of Pakistan must get actively involved to ensure that, in at least two 
year’s time we will be safe enough for countries to visit Pakistan. This was an attempt 
to destroy the soft image of Pakistan and they have succeeded. What are we doing? 

 � p9 9 kFG st t �÷ =؟ ST@AO M t æç �HI à � n ×X ß ß C  d cv á  President and Prime 

Minister sahib s@AF  ،v  foreign Minister à YA t � 9 � ST × à v Ø @AFyz Ø@AF  ،v » Ø@AF  ،v Ð
� Ùt ö �۔HI l FyzST @Ad C pFG j × ؟� � ��# ` pÍFyzZ

ß X XY Ð 
These incidents destroy the image of Pakistan. They cannot be handled just by the 
President of the Pakistan Cricket Board. We need to understand what is happening to 
our country. We need to understand that there are people who are destroying our 
image. We need to understand that the Pakistan’s image is being targeted and we need 
to get out of this morass  and we cannot do it unless the government becomes 
conscious 

� ? À۔  ` l � mF ٓG Q Ù � � Ò � =؟  � à K@A  F ٓG Q K Ù l 9 pFG ۔= � á Ò à \ \ Þ X

�è\ !  Fyzt ¿ �Fyz ¾ Fy� ` fø FG K pFG VY Y \ = X�è ۔p?\ ! M HI @AHIFG Fy� FG@A?  p = L ? �STFyz@A (Fyz à , jY < ß
Z
X ß

� À p� t �FyzC {c @AHIFG � � d۔ áò۔àY \ 
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Mr. Chairman: Thank you. The House stands adjourned to meet again on 
Monday the 27th April, 2009 at 05:00 p.m. 

------------------------- 
[The House was then adjourned to meet again on Monday, 27th April, 2009 at 05:00 

p.m.] 
------------------------- 


